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Toronto comes alive with T&T
60th Independence festivities

Cecil Ramnauth, Ambassador at the Hindu Federation (centre),
with volunteers at the tree-planting exercise in Ajax last month

Community roots run deep
with Ajax tree-planting event
Ajax – Deep-rooted community
spirit and commitment were evident
last month when volunteers gathered
for a tree-planting exercise, the collective working to plant native trees
and shrubs to strengthen the shoreline on the Ajax side of the Pickering
Cremation Ashes Disposition Site.
The effort was also aimed at mitigating the effects of erosion due to
high water levels in Lake Ontario.
The project was led by the Hindu
Federation Eastern Team, in collaboration with the Toronto and
Region Conservation Authority, the
Municipalities of Ajax and Pickering,
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as well as community organisations,
among them the Ajax Crematorium
& Visitation Centre.
The group was welcomed by Cecil
Ramnauth, Ambassador at the Hindu
Federation, who introduced guest
speakers.
Among the speakers were Ajax
Regional Ward 3 Councillor, Joanne
Dies, Puneet Aujla, funeral director at
the Ajax Crematorium and Visitation
Centre, representatives from Ontario
Power Generation, Rotary Club of
Ajax, UPS, Durham Region Police
Service, Durham Chinese Seniors
See Page 10: Tree-planting

Toronto – A series of events are and black,” said Tracey Ramsubaghbeing planned across Toronto to Mannette, Acting Consul General of
commemorate Trinidad and Tobago the Republic of Trinidad and Tobago
achieving the significant milestone of in Toronto.
She added, “The roster of
its 60th anniversary of Independence.
vities is designed
The twin-island republic became Independence acti
to bring us together to show our peoIndependent on August 31, 1962.
ple’s warmth, creTo honour the
ativity, and resilmilestone,
the
ience, the beauty
Consulate General
of our islands,
of the Republic
the vibrance of
of Trinidad and
our culture, and
Tobago in Toronto,
the brilliance of
in conjunction with
our citizens here
Tourism Trinidad
who fly the flag
Limited, and the
high every day.
Tobago Tourism
We hope that they
Agency Ltd, will
will also inspire
officially kickstart
Trinbagonians and
celebrations
at
their friends to
Crave on July 9.
‘come home’ for an
This VIP allinclusive event will Tracey Ramsubagh-Mannette authentic Trinidad
take place at Ontario Place (West and Tobago experience.”
Also included in the calendar of
Island). Guests will experience a variety of cultural offerings, including commemorative events and celebraentertainment paired with a unique tions are partnerships with Toronto
culinary experience featuring food Chow Fest, and the Caribbean Golf
Social. There will also be special
and drinks of Trinidad and Tobago.
“[We] would like Toronto to feel collaborations with the Toronto
the full impact of the red, white,
See Page 5: T&T planning

ALI’S ROTI
* Eat In or Take Out * We also Cater

Specialising in West Indian Dishes - Trinidad Style Cooking

With elections on this week,
Ontario voters are more
focused on health care
and affordability issues,
an Ipsos poll done for
Global News has shown.
According to Ipsos, 38
percent of Ontarians are
focused on health care,
while 32 percent indicate
help with the cost of day-today living is most important.
Meanwhile, CBC News’ Poll
Tracker is indicating Ford's
Progressive Conservatives
ahead, with Steven Del
Duca’s Liberals
second,
then Andrea Horwath’s New
Democrats, and the Green
Party fourth. In composite
photo, Ford (at left), Del
Duca (centre), and Horwath
while on the campaign trail
last week.
See our election coverage
on Pages 4 & 5.
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3-D virtual tours
Floor plans
Live streaming
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$899,000

Value With Elegance

Fresh as Spring!

Come see this masterpiece with double car garage
that includes internal access to a w/o bsmt!
Features include 3 bedrooms & main floor den on
upper level as well as a bedroom. Nicely updated
with a modern front door, laminate floors, potlights,
Lorex security cameras, & beautiful new deck.

1-year-old home w/ tall ceilings & lge sun-catching
wins., modern as daybreak w/ symphony in each
room. Premium corner unit w/ private patio. Layout
open concept kitchen., great room w/ electr. firepl.,
& main flr den. Modernity shows: laundry on 2nd
flr. All new & worry free w/ new home warranty!

$839,900

$979,700

Your Finest Opportunity!

A Symphony In Every Room

Don’t miss opportunity to own a spacious freehold
townhome at Keele south of Finch! Prime location
near to a new transit line. Take in the beautiful
layout featuring internal access from the garage, a
spacious patio, & a fenced backyard. A great price
point with no maintenance fees! Call today.

Gorgeous & elegant corner home offers impressive
ground floor w/ sliding doors to large deck &
private backyard. Spacious home boasts internal
access from garage, main level with large & mod.
kitch. w/ quartz counters & breakfast bar. Beautiful
open conc. design encourages maximum sunshine!

$1,450,000

Close To Transit!
Charmingly delightful! Don’t miss large
home in one of Brampton’s most well-sought
neighbourhoods! Open concept maximises space
w/ impressive, functional layout. Finished bsmt apt
w/ 2 bdrms. Lge windows, generous-sized rooms,
beautiful backyard with wood deck & many more.
Close to many amenities, Hwys & public transit.
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$1,199,000
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$939,000

$999,900

Sharp as a Tack

This lovely home is packed with upgrades awaiting
your eyes! This impressive home boasts a large
walkway, a large patio, double door entry, fully
open concept main floor with a separate dining
room, engineered hardwood, and plenty of large
windows welcoming in natural lighting.
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See It To Believe It!
A symphony in every room! First time on
market. Original homeowners. Tour well-kept &
unforgettable home. Internet hardwired thruout,
w/ built-in speakers in each room. Impressive
hardwood, California shutters, 2 ensuite bathrms,
extra-long drvwy, unspoilt bsmnt w/sep ent & many
more upgrades. You need to see it to believe it!

$649,900

Stunningly Modern!
Gorgeously renovated spacious suite boasts
sun-drenched windows, beautiful & easy to clean
laminate floors, & spectacular view of TO’s skyline.
Within 10 mins of all 400 series Hwys, transit lines,
shopping & amenities, this upgraded unit has been
freshly painted, polished & shines like a jewel!

$1000/MONTH FOR
YOUR FAMILY

OR

HANDOUTS
FOR RICH FRIENDS

IF WE MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICES, ONTARIO WILL GROW
OUR LIBERAL PLAN

CONSERVATIVES

Remove the HST from more meals

Under-taxing the richest of the rich

Revolutionize senior care through universal home care guarantee

Unsafe nursing homes focused on profit, not care

Clear the surgery backlog for all of us

Conservative cuts to health care and more privatization

Repair and rebuild schools

Waste billions on highways in the Greenbelt

New worker benefits and 10 paid sick days

Cuts to sick days and minimum wage

$1 transit fares and cutting pollution in half

Skyrocketing carbon emissions and rewards for polluters

Fight poverty

Cruel cuts to our most vulnerable

Ban handguns

Handguns on our streets

THE CHOICE IS YOURS
LEADER OF THE ONTARIO LIBERALS

Steven DEL DUCA

“We need to rebuild what’s always made us strong. Education. Health care. Public services that support working
families. They’re all key to a better future and economic dignity for your family. That’s what motivates our Liberal
team. Together, we’ll build a province that works as hard and cares as much as you do.”

Aadil Mohammed
Whitby

Catherine Mosca
Oshawa

Granville Anderson
Durham

ONLY ONTARIO LIBERALS BEAT CONSERVATIVES

VOTE LIBERAL ON JUNE 2

ONLY ONTARIO LIBERALS BEAT CONSERVATIVES

VOTE LIBERAL ON JUNE 2

Authorized by the CFO of the Ontario Liberal Party
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Mitzie Hunter

Scarborough-Guildwood

CANADA

DENTISTRY

Strike over as Carpenters’ return to work

DR. NAR DALJEET
DR. NIKHIL DALJEET

Vaughan – The province-wide strike of carpenters in the to Sarnia to Ottawa to Thunder Bay.
Industrial, Commercial, and Institutional sector in the conEvan Reid, of Thunder Bay Local 1669, noted, “Our members
struction industry has ended, the Carpenters’ District Council spoke loud and clear across all generations – a main goal of the
of Ontario, United Brotherhood of Carpenters, and Joiners of strike was to get a better deal for the next generation of carpenAmerica announced last Friday.
ters… to recognise and value our next generation.”
According to a release
Rod
Thompson,
from the Carpenters’
Senior Representative
Union, ratification votes
for Ottawa, echoed simtook place on May 27,
ilar sentiments, saying:
and a tentative agree“This agreement recogment was successfully
nises the crisis of affordpassed in the vast majorability in Ontario, and
ity of each of the 14 local
ever-rising cost of living
unions involved.
– the members fought
The successful gofor, and achieved, a betahead was acquired
ter agreement by withaccording to the “Double
drawing their labour –
Majority” framework,
now… its back to work,
and was backed up by
and back to building
another vast majority of
Ontario.”
the membership vote.
Thompson added
There was also a huge
with the strike now
turnout from the UBC
over, it is expected that
members from one end
the employers will begin
of the province to the
work again this week,
other, with over 77 per- Carpenters Union Local 27 members on the picket line last with some specific projweek at 141 Bay Street in Toronto. Daniel Ciufo photo
cent voting in favour of
ects needing time to
the new agreement.
“We would like to thank our members for staying so strong
on the picket line over the last few weeks,” said Mike Yorke,
the CDCO’s President and Director of Public Affairs and
Innovation.
Yorke added, “In the long arc of the Carpenters’ Union
history in Ontario over the last 140 years (Hamilton local 18
– since 1881, and local 27 Toronto – since 1882) it has always
been the members that have determined the fate and the future,
for themselves, their families, and the next generation of workers. This strike, and this result, are in total alignment with that
history.”
The province-wide agreement impacts 15,000 members in 14
Locals throughout the province in communities from the GTA

Ask us about our:

• Dental Implants (from
start to finish)

• Invisalign (Misaligned
Teeth)
• Snore Guard

DENTAL EMERGENCIES
ALWAYS WELCOME
Servicing our community for over 30 years.

Now two locations to serve you better
2942 Finch Avenue East, Scarborough, Ontario
(At Victoria Park) Village Square Plaza (Ground Floor)

416-492-3077 • www.tddental.ca
Second Office Location:

SmileVille Dental

86 Ringwood Dr, Unit 23, Stouffville, ON L4A 1C3

Tel: 905-640-4600 • www.smilevilledental.ca

ramp up to full production, which could start happening by
this week.
“It’s great to have our 15,000 ICI members back at work
building Ontario and driving the economy as we know we can,”
Thomson declared.
The CDCO is composed of 17 affiliated Local Unions of
the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners across the
province (14 of these locals represent members that are in the
ICI sector).
In total, the CDCO represents some 25,000 women and men
working in a wide range of skilled trades, including carpentry,
drywall, resilient flooring, concrete formwork, underwater
construction, welding, scaffolding, and a long list of other
construction-related work.

VEDIC BOOKS

CUPE Ontario’s Secretary Treasurer Yolanda McClean (left to right), Ontario NDP leader Andrea Horwath, and
CUPE Ontario’s President Fred Hahn. Photo CUPE Ontario’s Twitter account

CUPE Ontario endorses NDP for upcoming elections

Toronto – CUPE Ontario last month indicated its endorsement for the NDP and its leader, Andrea Horwath, for the
upcoming June 2 elections. The endorsement was made by
President Fred Hahn, Secretary-Treasurer Yolanda McClean,
and its 280,000 public sector workers. CUPE Ontario is Ontario’s
largest union.
“Let’s never forget that some of the first things the Ford
Conservatives did was freeze the minimum wage, scrap equal
pay for equal work, and legislate our members back to work.
And it’s only gone downhill since then, with the pandemic just
exposing the realities of underinvestment begun by the Liberals
and carried over by the Conservatives,” said Hahn.
He added, “Enough’s enough. We need a change – and that
change is Andrea Horwath and the NDP.”
In expressing CUPE’s endorsement, Yolanda McClean,
Secretary-Treasurer of CUPE Ontario, said: “Our union, the
broader labour movement, our communities across the province, countless coalition partners, and the NDP have consistently spoken with one voice. We share a vision of an Ontario
that fully meets our needs, chooses people over profit, and truly
invests in the public services that we rely on.”
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Additionally, “That’s why our membership continues to
overwhelmingly declare its full support for Andrea Horwath
and the NDP. We know that, together, we can build the Ontario
we deserve.”
Thanking the union and its leadership “for everything you do
for Ontario, and for working people”, Horwath declared that she
was “filled with joy and gratitude” for CUPE’s support.
“Having Ontario’s largest public sector union stand with the
NDP makes us stronger. Together, we’re committed to fighting for public workers, for better wages, for safe and equitable
workplaces, and for the world-class public services we all count
on every day. I know who I stand with — before, and after elections. And I know what we can accomplish together,” Horwath
said in response.
She added, “We can scrap Doug Ford’s low-wage policy, Bill
124. We can stop the cuts, and invest in seniors care, in education, and in health care. We can deliver universal mental health
care, pharmacare, and dental coverage for all. We can deliver ten
permanent paid sick days. And we can have the very wealthiest
one percent, and the richest corporations, finally pay their fair
share.”

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete set of the Vedas
The Upanishads
Bhagavad Gita
Ramayan
Philosophy of Vedas
Vedic Thoughts
Vedic Vision - Sanskar Vidhi
Quest - The Vedic Answers
Vedic Marriage Ceremony
Introduction to the Commentary
on the Vedas
• Life & Teachings of Swami Dayanand
• Light of Truth
• Wisdom of the Rishies
• Gems of Vedic Wisdom
• Anand Gayatri Katha
• Daily Prayer
• Vedic Philosophy
• Whose Wealth?
• Mahabharata
... and many more

Call AVM Bookstore
416-805-2685 or 905-824-2685
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Ontario NDP leader Andrea Horwath is warmly hugged by a future supporter

NDP plans to
scrap Bill 124

Scarborough – The NDP will restore the
respect that essential workers were denied
under four years of Doug Ford’s government,
starting with scrapping Ford’s low-wage policy,
Bill 124, leader Andrea Horwath has said.
On May 27 Horwath and NDP candidates
hosted an appreciation brunch for frontline
workers in Scarborough to reaffirm the party’s
commitment to stop the cuts – and replace
them with hope.
After that, Horwath headed to FlamboroughGlanbrook, where she spoke about respect for
teachers and education workers.
“Ontario’s essential workers are burnt-out,
underpaid, and being disrespected. They need
and deserve better working conditions and better pay. They deserve respect,” said Horwath.
“We know who we’re in it for. Who we’re
fighting for, and standing with. Before, during
and after an election – we’re here for working
folks, unions, and everyday people.”
As the NDP noted, it is committed to:
• Repeal Bill 124 and allow workers to bargain fair wages again;
• Implement ten permanent sick days;
• Increase the minimum wage by $1 every
year to reach $20 by 2026;
• Give personal support workers a raise of
$5 per hour above pre-pandemic levels;
• Immediately increase the wage floor for
child care workers to $25 per hour, and
$20 per hour for all other program staff;
• Provide fair treatment for temp and gig
workers by preventing them from being
misclassified as independent contractors;
• Create Ontario Benefits to cover all workers including those in part-time, casual,
app-based, or contract jobs;
• Update and enforce the Pay Equity
Act, and move forward with the Pay
Transparency Act;
• Make it easier to join a union;
• Hire more teachers and education workers, and give them the respect and support they deserve.
Said Horwath: “Doug Ford has proven he’s
no friend to workers. Over the last four years,
Doug Ford and his Conservatives have made
devastating cuts. They’ve made it their mission
to keep wages low, in both the public sector
and the private sector. Time and again, they
keep choosing to make life harder for folks,
not better. And together, on June 2, we can turn
that around.”
Also, yesterday Horwath announced a plan
to fill 247 vacant jobs for nurses at Ottawa area
hospitals, following which 2,050 more nurses
will be added so people in Ottawa get care
faster.
Horwath and the NDP have a plan to
hire 30,000 nurses, and 10,000 personal support workers. That includes filling 247 current
nurse vacancies in Ottawa hospitals, and hiring
another 2,050 nurses for the city within the
first term.

Ontario Liberal leader Stephen Del Duca addresses supporters

Liberals’ plan
for homecare

transit, including Highway 413, the Bradford
Bypass, Ontario Line, expanding GO train
service, and restoring Northlander passenger
rail, he said.
Said Ford: “Only the Ontario PCs have a
plan to fight gridlock and reduce commute
times by building roads, highways and transit
infrastructure. For 15 years, the Del DucaWynne Liberals neglected Ontario’s infrastructure as it crumbled and gridlock grew. Andrea
Horwath and the NDP are happier protesting
highways and infrastructure than building it.”
With the province’s population expected to
grow by approximately two million people over
the next ten years, the PCs noted that Ontario
needs to build new and expanded highways
and public transit.
Without more transportation infrastructure, Ministry of Transportation modelling
shows that by 2051, travel times on the main
stretch of Highway 401 will double.
Also, according to the modelling, travel
time would take 90 minutes longer on the 401
through the Greater Toronto and Hamilton
Area.

Richmond Hill – Steven Del Duca has
pledged to end the warehousing of seniors in
big-box long-term care facilities.
The Ontario Liberal homecare-first plan
will end for-profit care, and guarantee home–
care to 400,000 more seniors, empowering
them to live independently.
“Enough is enough. Ontario must end forprofit elder care. The Ford Conservatives sadly
put profiteering corporations before seniors,
every step of the way,” Del Duca said.
He added, “Warehousing seniors is one of
the greatest mistakes of the 20th century. The
pandemic should have been a wake up call for
Doug Ford. Instead, the Conservatives doubled
down on the same private, for-profit approach
to long-term care that left seniors at greater
risk, and often living in squalid conditions during the pandemic.”
Guaranteeing homecare will ensure seniors
get needed support to live independently for as
long as possible. Whether it is assistance with
showering, preparing a nutritious meal, or
managing prescriptions, such care is not only
basic, but also fundamental.
Among the highlights are plans to:
• Ensure an additional 400,000 seniors have
access to homecare within the next four
years, prioritising non-profit care;
• Boost funding for home care by a total of
$4.4 billion over the next four years;
• Boost Old Age Security by $1,000 for
seniors that need it;
• Advance a community care model and
build 15,000 more assisted living homes;
• Expand the Seniors’ Home Safety Tax
Credit – and make it permanent;
• Make the Ontario Caregiver Tax Credit
refundable, tax-free, and paid out
throughout the year;
The fully-costed plan includes the necessary
funds to maintain this commitment to seniors.

From Page 1
Caribbean Carnival events (King and Queen
Showcase and Pan Alive), and the OCPA
Calypso Showcase at Harbourfront Centre.
Sport fans are also in for a treat, with
the Diamond Jubilee Cricket Match between
Trinidad and Tobago and Jamacia scheduled
for Brampton on August 20.
An entire film night is planned on September
7 that partners with the CaribbeanTales
International Film Festival, and which will
highlight Trinidad and Tobago’s solid cultural
ties in Canada.
Then on August 31, Niagara Falls and
other Ontario landmarks will light up with
the Trinidad and Tobago’s national colours
of red, white, and black to mark the 60th
Independence anniversary.
There will also be flag raising ceremonies
that are spearheaded by diaspora groups with
the support of the Consulate.

The celebrations all culminate at Yonge and
Dundas Square on August 27-28 with a twoday extravaganza that will showcase the best of
Trinidad and Tobago’s cultural offerings, and
bring Torontonians together for the party of
the summer.
Some of the signature Independence events
will be sponsored by notable Caribbean brands
such as House of Angostura, Carib Brewery
Ltd, Neale’s Sweet N’ Nice Ice Cream, and
Grace Foods Canada Ltd.
Immersive tasting experiences will be provided that highlight the history of the islands
and their brand, while showcasing Trinidad
and Tobago’s cultural contribution to Canada
and beyond.
More information and details will be
forthcoming in the coming weeks from the
Consulate General of the Republic of Trinidad
and Tobago on each event via the Consulate’s
Facebook page and e-mail distribution.

Ontario PC leader Doug Ford meets workers during a Brampton campaign stop

Conservatives focus on skilled trades
Niagara – A re-elected Progressive Con–
servative government will invest $1 billion over
the next three years to continue getting more
workers into good jobs in the skilled trades,
leader Doug Ford announced last week.
It is the largest investment in the skilled
trades in Ontario’s history, he declared.
“As we build roads, highways, and bridges
and attract investments in clean steel and
electric vehicles, the Ontario PCs will get more
workers into the skilled trades to help build
Ontario,” Ford said.
According to the PC party, between 2013
and 2018, Ontario lost over 75,000 registered
apprentices, representing an enormous economic decline.
With a PC government in power, Ford said
more people are once again entering the skilled
trades, with the party securing endorsements
from a growing number of unions that represent hard-working women and men who are
building Ontario.
Ford noted support from the following
unions: LiUNA; The Ontario Pipe Trades
Council; The International Brotherhood of
Boilermakers; The International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers Construction Council of
Ontario; The International Union of Painters
and Allied Trades; and The International
Association of Sheet Metal, Air, Rail, and
Transportation Workers Local 285.
“After years of neglect under the Del DucaWynne Liberals and with Andrea Horwath
and the NDP abandoning blue-collar workers,
only the Ontario PCs will get more people into
rewarding careers in the trades,” Ford said.
He added, “The Ontario PCs will get it done
by helping hard-working women and men
earn bigger pay cheques with good jobs in the
skilled trades.”
Meanwhile, while at a stop in Brampton,
Ford announced that a re-elected PC government will invest $86.6 billion over the next ten
years to build and expand roads, highways, and
public transit infrastructure across Ontario.
With this historic investment, the Ontario
PCs are the only party with a transportation
plan that includes roads, highways, bridges and
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EDITORIAL & VIEWS

Editorial

More viral precarity

A

s the World Health Organisation indicated earlier
this week, the emergence of the monkeypox virus
constitutes a “moderate risk” to overall public
health at the global level. The WHO’s statement came following growing numbers of “atypical” infections in countries where the disease is not known to be endemic.
Meanwhile, on the side of caution, the WHO issued the
following statement: “The public health risk could become
high if this virus exploits the opportunity to establish itself
as a human pathogen, and spreads to groups at higher risk
of severe disease such as young children and immunosuppressed persons.”
Put another way, even as we begin to recover from the
two-year onslaught of Covid-19, it appears we are not yet
out of the precarity of infection: neither from the coronavirus, which continues to linger; nor from what seems to
be a possible endemic emergence of the monkeypox virus.
As we should all know by now, monkeypox is caused by
a virus in the same family as smallpox. However, it is not
as severe, according to the US federal agency Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention; also notable is monkeypox can kill as many as one in ten people who contract it, a
figure based on observations in Africa, the CDC has said.
Also, we should know by now that the countries where
it is typically endemic are Benin, Cameroon, the Central
African Republic, the Democratic Republic of the Congo,
Gabon, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Liberia, Nigeria, the Republic
of the Congo, Sierra Leone, and South Sudan.
However, late last month, the WHO noted 23 countries
that are not endemic for the monkeypox virus reported a
total of 257 confirmed cases, and 120 suspected cases.
Last Thursday Canada reported 26 confirmed cases,
with 25 to 35 suspected cases under investigation.
There were 106 confirmed cases in the UK, with 49
confirmations in Portugal, and 20 in Spain, with a further
64 suspected cases being investigated.
Baffling outbreaks have also been detected in other
European nations, Australia, the US, and the Middle East.
As of earlier this week, there were no reported cases
as yet in Trinidad and Tobago, Guyana, and in the wider
Caribbean region. According to regional media reports
last week, the Pan American Health Organisation’s country
representative to Jamaica, Ian Stein, said there were no
known cases of monkeypox in the region; also, that surveillance in the Caribbean of the global outbreak was ongoing.
The WHO also reported earlier this week that global
surveillance was now expanding into non-endemic countries, alongside the nations where it is known to be
endemic, and which may have not recently been reporting
confirmed and suspected cases.
The expectation by the WHO is that as surveillance is
extended, the numbers will grow as more cases are discovered and identified.
With the WHO and our health experts here in Canada
indicating monkeypox’s present status is at “moderate risk”
to the general public at this time, it remains to be emphasised that anyone of us can be infected with this virus. We
are only too familiar with this precarity, having endured the
last two years in the shadow of the more formidable and
lethal Covid-19 pathogen.
Worth repeating is the WHO’s caution that children,
pregnant women, and the immuno-compromised are considered particularly at risk to the monkeypox virus.
It is also worth noting that some of our present hygienic
and safe practices for Covid-19 overlap into the recommendations for prevention of monkeypox infection.
Among these familiar practices are to avoid coming into
contact with persons recently diagnosed with the virus, or
those who may have been infected; wearing a face mask if
in close contact with someone with symptoms; practising
good hand hygiene, especially after coming into contact
with the infected or suspected infected, notably by thoroughly washing the hands with soap and water, or using an
alcohol-based hand sanitiser; among others.
With Covid-19 not yet done, these practices should now
be second nature for many of us.
INDO CARIBBEAN WORLD
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US killings

n May 24th hardly had Buffalo laid its victims to rest
than another youth, just 18, armed with two semiautomatic assault rifles and a handgun, just purchased,
fired on a classroom of children, in Uvalde County, Texas,
massacring 21: 19 children and two teachers, and wounding
17, another in a lengthening list of such distinctly American
slaughters. The US barely blinks at this domestic
terrorism while waging a proxy war with Russia,
through its surrogate, the Ukraine. Its media condemns Russia for each casualty, but hardly pays
attention to the increasing gun violence, except
when one happens, exercising the media’s full
resources, until the excitement subsides.
The US Gun Violence Archive recorded 272 mass shootings in
2014; 336 in 2015; 302 in 2016; 348 in 2017; 336 in 2018; 417 in
2019; 611 in 2020; 693 in 2021, and 214 so far in 2022. Overall,
more than 17,300 people have lost their lives by gunshots
in 2022. The Kindergarten-Grade 12 (K-12) School Shooting
Database from the US Naval Postgraduate School’s Center for
Homeland Defense and Security includes 2,012 school shootings in the US, going back to 1970.
Up to the late 1970s, it may have been possible to repeal or
at least curtail the laissez faire attitude to gun ownership, which
seemed the only way to start the extremely difficult task of
changing the American mindset that regards guns as sacred.
Whatever prospect of change there was, began to dim from
1974 when the National Rifle Association formed its Institute for
Legislative Action, to lobby governments.
No State allowed ordinary citizens to carry a weapon,
concealed, or overt. The first to do so was Florida in 1979,
under relentless lobbying of State legislators, and the buying of
politicians by NRA strategists, under the leadership of Marion
Hammer, a hawkish Tallahassee resident, and chief NRA lobbyist, who served a term as NRA president. She easily dominated
Florida politicians, inspired (and framed) the laws that changed
the focus of gun use from hunting and sport (recreational) to
self-defence, with corollary laws that allowed a person to shoot
another if (s)he felt threatened, the Stand Your Ground concept,
now present in 24 States, and in several others in modified form.
Another law prohibited city or county officials from modifying
the NRA-sponsored State Law, even though the Constitution
protects such actions and officials.

The NRA pounces on all who challenge their gun laws, thus
preventing remedial local regulations following school killings.
Before long, Florida was bristling with arms. (This was the law
that acquitted Zimmerman, the killer of Trayvon Martin in
2012). The NRA oversaw the Texas gun laws that have made it
a haven for gun-slingers, allowing anyone over 18 to own and
carry a handgun or rifle openly. Related actions in
the last decades have resulted in designer weapMohan
ons, larger calibre, with huge jumps in sales of
Ragbeer weapons, ammunition, and accessories. The NRA
campaign has spread to all States.
The NRA seemed insensitive about the tragedy in Uvalde, though clearly implicating them, held its annual
meeting in Texas, and re-elected Wayne La Pierre as its CEO
(since 1991), the male equivalent of Hammer, with only one
vote for his challenger. Thus, the NRA has ignored Uvalde, and
endorsed Pierre’s strategy of bullying and bribing politicians,
whom, incidentally it rates A, B, C, and so on. Marco Rubio,
Governor Scott of Florida, Senator Mitch McConnell, Governor
Abbott of Texas, and others are A1.
US media love to slam North Korea’s Kim Jong-Un, China’s
Xi Jinping, Russia’s Vladimir Putin, and others they don’t like,
labelling them dictators and criminals. How, I ask, are Hammer
and La Pierre different: two individuals who literally control
that sector of legislation in the country, instituting measures
that are clearly anti-social, but hugely profitable. The ten or so
major gunmakers are thriving.
La Pierre once said, “The only way to stop a bad guy with a
gun is a good guy with a gun”. An inane claim, not supported by
evidence, but then, what NRA slogan is? On and after May 24,
US politicians repeated the litany of regrets and promises to do
something, as they did after Sandy Hook, Parkland, Columbine,
Oxford, and so on, and non-school events like Las Vegas (58
killed, over 850 injured), and Orlando’s Pulse nightclub (49
dead, 50 injured). Some say denying teenagers guns would
probably reduce school slaughter to near nothing.
Rising tension in the NRA, a (US) $73 million settlement
between Sandy Hook parents and the particular rifle-maker
might trigger more lawsuits against firearms manufacturers.
Regulation and community concerns are anathema in America.
But its legislators must bite the bullet and start a healing process,
or else succumb to the disease.

How seeds from the past now pepper the future

M

y dear relative responded with an interrobang, “You
want a solar lamp to do what!?” He raised an eyebrow
at my request the way Spock does in the Star Trek
television shows of old, arching it with a poker face lined with
with incredulity.
“Have you looked at yourself in the mirror
lately? Pray tell, and in heaven’s name, why do you
Romeo
want a solar lamp of all things?”
Kaseram
I was yet on another mission, which in this
instance, required a solar lamp.
This time I had made the trip back to the
homeland, where during a visit to my birthplace I met a relative
who related a remarkable tale, and provided savoury evidence
to back it up.
But first, I must digress to recall the moment, when during
that trip, I finally made the visit to stand beneath a very special
tree. There, in the thankful shade of its luxuriant canopy, I had
bared both feet and soul to stand on the sun-warmed, hallowed
ground where my grandmother had buried my discarded navel
string in the days following my birth.
Now living abroad as a diaspora, many of us are familiar with
a national version of something that compels us, as if drawn by
webs of a magical spell, to always return to the homeland, perhaps after having eaten a particular, local dish.
For a few of us, there is this almost primal longing to visit
the chosen spot where a relative had ceremonially interred the
final vestige of that special umbilical bond between a mother
and her child.
But then there are those more prosaic, albeit culinary reasons
for returning to the homeland, such as for a repast of that special
curried fish, for example.
And then, there are those I have polled across the years, and
for whom the culinary compulsion catapulting them back is
nothing less than sitting on a sunlit veranda while copiously
consuming stacks of roti served with even taller mounds of aloo
chokha for breakfast.
Akin to, if not a kin of mashed potatoes, relatively speaking,
this breakfast “item” on the back home menu is highly-seasoned, “chunkayed” with garlic-infused oil, and voluminously
peppered with a handful of those small peppers favoured for
flavour by avians, and predictably named, “bird peppers”.
Which segues nicely into why I requested from my startled
relative that a trip be taken up the Amazon, the mission being
to navigate its electronic rapids, locate, and then return with a

solar lamp.
It was here, by that special tree, where I noted the thriving
pepper plants; barely two feet tall, the one word that accurately
describes the remarkable prolificity is nothing less than to note
its singular and sturdy branches were thoroughly “peppered”
with handfuls of droplets, each one either a
cherry-red or forest-green capsule of glistening
heat and savouriness.
“These pepper plants always grow and thrive
under this tree,” the approaching older man said.
“I have been planting them here most of my life.”
Wiser now, given my now-becalmed temperament after my
teenaged, hot-headed penchant for heated argument, I kept
close the knowledge of my buried vestigial navel string, suppressing the surge of rooted identity I was feeling over my nourishing contribution to the peppery undergrowth.
But I did identify myself, briefly tracing my genealogical lineage with an airy forefinger and evidencing it with a few begats.
In response, the stranger claimed kinship; and remarkably,
he also declared that the pepper plants had descended from
seeds that were once held in, and presumably sown, by my late
grandmother’s nurturing hands.
“Since I small I know these pepper plants growing here,” he
said, waving at a transformed landscape I no longer recognised.
I recall my grandmother drying the harvested peppers,
spreading out handful after handful on a crocus bag in sunshine
that was similarly heated. Four rocks held down the corners
of the bag, with few at hand to dissuade birds that insisted on
exploring the largesse. Ma’s aim was targeted to premeditatively
miss the startled, pecking bundles of feathers by a mile.
The birds repaid the kindness of my mandir-visiting grandmother by cussing her from the safety of the trees, and making
snide, derogatory remarks about her baggy undergarments
ballooning out on the clothesline like Portuguese-men-of-war.
Ma pounded the sun-toasted peppers in a wide mortar, the
evening’s chatter interrupted by the thud! thud! thud! Morse
code repetition of the pestle’s rise and fall. Peppery dust flew up,
making her eyes water; she sneezed constantly, wiped her eyes,
and blew her nose into the hem of her skirt.
The crushed peppers were scooped into a large tin, which she
stored within easy reach below the fireside in her sooty kitchen.
I took away a handful of peppers that day. Today, and a few
generations of trees later, the work and days of my grandmother
still thrives in the distant north, albeit beneath a solar lamp.
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Time to revisit regional unity in the West Indian Federation
Dear Editor,
Perhaps the time has come for our Caribbean leaders to
revisit the formation of the West Indian Federation.
The movement to form a Federation of Caribbean States
started in the 1950s, and had a short-lived existence from 19581962, due to various factors and perceptions that existed during what was a particularly turbulent period of our collective
history.
Our present day reality has gone through so much fundamental political and economic changes that the objective
conditions may now be more conducive for our Caribbean
leaders to have a fair chance of forming a successful West Indian
Federation that has eluded our past leaders.
The objective factors that presently exist are, firstly, the ideological differences that existed in the 1950s due to the Cold War
are no longer around.

All the Caribbean States basically subscribe to a form of
liberal democracy, and practice the holding of regular national
elections, adhering to the rule of law, and the separation of powers of the executive, legislative, and judicial.
Secondly, the fear of ethnic groups being subsumed in the
collective Caribbean population no longer poses a threat, as was
exemplified in the recent attempts to rig the 2020 national elections on behalf of the PNC.
It was the likes of Caribbean leaders such as Barbados’ Prime
Minister Mia Mottley; Trinidad and Tobago’s Prime Minister,
Dr Keith Rowley; and St Vincent and the Grenadines Prime
Miniser Ralph Gonsalves, with a host of Caribbean observers
from Jamaica, Trinidad, Barbados, and so on, that called out
the riggers. Race did not factor in their collective condemnation of the rigging, but the idea of fairness, justice, and equality
governed their thinking.

Thirdly, the recent pandemic with the inequities of acquiring
vaccines have shown us in the Caribbean that we have to collectively look out for ourselves.
The more we act as a unified body, then the better will be our
chances of a speedy economic recovery. Insularity and protectionism have no relevance in our global reality.
And fourth, the present crop of our Caribbean leaders, especially the big four with the likes of Mottley, Guyana’s President
Irfaan Ali, Rowley, and Jamaica’s Prime Minister Andrew
Holness, are dynamic individuals, and for the past year or two
have demonstrated a propensity to act together on issues.
They are results’ oriented leaders, and can be the springboard
for the launching of the West Indian Federation.
I am a quintessential Caribbean man, and it has always been
a dream to see a unified Caribbean.
Reggie Bhagwandin, Guyana, via email.

Dear Editor,
The recent publication of a book on the life and times
of Adrian Cola Rienzi (Krishna Deonarine) by Dr Brinsley
Samaroo [See Page 17] throws a spotlight on the meagre and
inconsequential recognition accorded to this towering personage in the evolution and consolidation of the labour movement
in Trinidad and Tobago.
Rienzi was indisputably a pivotal figure in the formation of
the major trade union in both the oil and sugar industries. He
was a founding member and the first President General of both
the Oilfields Workers’ Trade Union, and the All Trinidad Sugar
Estates and Factory Workers Trade Union.
He also made a positive and laudable contribution to the
advancement of social justice, and the development of political
awareness in the country.
As a lawyer, he defended gratis in the courts trade union
activists, mobilisers, and leading figures in the labour movement, such as Uriah ‘Buzz’ Butler.
As a member of the Legislative Council, he opposed unjust
and oppressive laws, and championed the fundamental rights of
workers and citizens generally.
He served with distinction as a judicial officer. He founded
an organisation designed to stimulate political discourse and

civic consciousness among citizens.
The question is why Rienzi was not given commensurate
national recognition by the administrations that held political
office after Independence.
Butler had a somewhat longer and more colourful history as
a labour leader, and a little more active engagement in politics,
but Rienzi’s contribution was only marginally less significant.
A major highway was renamed after Butler, and the OWTU
erected a statue of him while the government erected one for
A.A. Cipriani.
For Rienzi, there was little national or local recognition. As
a historically outstanding figure from the then-borough of San
Fernando to whose development he contributed as a mayor,
and a committed and leading resident, he was rewarded with a
minor roadway named after him in the borough, which dubious
honour he had to share with an obscure PNM councillor.
The road sign even spelt his name incorrectly as “RENZI”,
instead of Rienzi.
Basdeo Panday named the headquarters of the All Trinidad
Sugar Union in McBean, Couva, after Rienzi, but this was a
non-governmental and private initiative.
In government, Panday was not moved to institute any form
of national and enduring public recognition to the historical

Adrian Cola Rienzi
contribution of Rienzi to Trinidad and Tobago – for example,
by renaming the Butler Highway as the Butler-Rienzi Highway,
or by identifying a public office, institution, or award in Rienzi’s
name. It is a sad commentary on the failure to give deserved
honour to someone who was undoubtedly a national hero.
Trevor Sudama, Trinidad and Tobago, via email.

Dear Editor,
trust and support (including the CCJ), and may be more vulnerTrinidad and Tobago’s Attorney General Reginald Armour able to attempts by political actors to undermine judicial results
indicated last week the Keith Rowley-led PNM administra- and/or judgements.
tion will be moving to make the Caribbean Court of Justice
The CCJ remains much too close to regional and domestic
this nation’s final appellate court, and then made a very bold politics, politicians, and policies.
pronouncement… there are no reasons that could
And there are so many glaring examples of this.
possibly present any obstacle to the Opposition
It was the Privy Council that ordered the Patrick
Leader Kamla Persad-Bissessar supporting the
Manning-led PNM administration to stop the disrequisite vote.
crimination against the Hindus and Muslims who
One of the most fundamental reasons attribwere forced to accept the Trinity Cross as the counuted to retaining the Judicial Committee of the
try’s highest National Award since Independence.
Privy Council is it remains far removed from
The Sanatan Dharma Maha Sabha and the
regional and domestic policies, and the Judicial
Islamic Relief Centre Limited lost before the High
Committee of the Privy Council relies strictly on
Court and the Court of Appeal. Thanks to the
applying only the law on all matters coming before
Privy Council the State was ordered to make the
Reginald Armour
the Judicial Committee for adjudication.
change to the highest award to restore a sense of
In 2019, a poll conducted by Nigel Henry found that the dignity to the citizens of these two religious groups.
public confidence in the Judiciary in Trinidad and Tobago was
It took the Judicial Committee to give meaning and substance
just 12 percent, and while there has been no poll conducted with to the words of the National Anthem, “Here every creed and
regards the CCJ, I doubt it will be any higher.
race find an equal place”. One would have thought this would
There are many reasons for the public’s low level of confi- have been a duty more aptly discharged by the local Courts.
dence and trust in the country’s judicial system. These include
It was the Privy Council that found that the PNM administhe inability of the courts to stem the inordinate amount of time tration was discriminating against the Hindu community that
(sometimes as much as 20 years) it takes for matters to be sched- had fought for years for a radio licence. Thanks to the Privy
uled for trial, and subsequent delivery of justice.
Council, they were able to secure the radio licence and be able
Indeed, there might be more persons awaiting trial who are to exercise their freedom of speech.
on remand in Trinidad and Tobago’s jails, than those who are
The PNM and the local Courts were prepared to allow
actually serving their sentences.
Citadel Limited, owned by a former PNM Mayor, to continue to
There is also the firm belief that the courts lack the public’s enjoy the largesse of PNM discrimination.

And thanks to the Privy Council, public servants like Ferosa
Ramjohn and Ganga Persad-Kissoon, who were deprived of
their positions in the public service by prime ministerial veto
exercised by a PNM Prime Minister, were able to receive legal
redress.
The same can be said about Industrial Court Judge Sam
Maharaj, who was unlawfully removed from his position on the
say-so of a PNM government minister that “he could not read”.
It took the wisdom of the Judicial committee of the Privy
Council to declare that that there cannot be appointments to
the JLSC under section 110(3) b of the Constitution of either
serving judges or former judges in retirement, a situation that
was unlawfully to perpetuate itself over decades in this country.
This was allowed to occur in relation to the institution that
was responsible for the appointment of judges.
One understands clearly why this Rowley-led PNM administration wants to remove the Privy Council as Trinidad and
Tobago’s highest Court.
The Privy Council by its judgements, declarations, and development of the law, has been responsible for protecting the rights
of the citizens of Trinidad and Tobago more than any other
institution in this nation’s history.
It has the reputation of being the singular protection that
citizens of Trinidad and Tobago could rely upon to dispense real
justice against the wrath of the PNM.
I am surprised that the Prime Minister and the Attorney
General have not yet labelled Trinidad and Tobago’s highest
court anti-PNM.
Capil Bissoon, Toronto, via email.

Why no T&T national recognition for Rienzi?

Privy Council remains far removed from regional, domestic policies
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Good idea to reduce food import bill, but bit of cultivation needed

A

s Guyana seeks to promote agricul- past decade. However, regional leaders only
tural development to reduce its food now appear to be committed to the developimport bill and facilitate regional food ment of agriculture in the region – or at the
security, the country is seeking to set produc- very least they are warming up to the idea.
tion targets to achieve its objectives.
In Guyana, for instance, although increasing
While this move appears commendable, agricultural production has been at the top of
it shows a comprehensive
the agenda since the turn
lack of understanding of the
of the century, output of
constituents of the food bill,
most food crops has actuas well as the dynamics of
ally been declining. More
Dwarka
the country’s food imports,
so, output of basic food
Lakhan
and is largely based on
crops, with the exception
assumptions of production
of rice, has been remarkof certain crops such as corn
ably inconsistent – and not
and soya in which Guyana has no large-scale due to natural disasters that plague many of its
production track record.
regional counterparts.
In an address to the Caribbean Agriculture
The FAO in 2016 called on Caribbean
Investment Forum and Expo last month, nations to seriously consider restricting the
President Irfaan Ali told participants that the importation of certain foods once they are in a
government has
position to produce
entered into partalternatives.
nerships with farmThe institution
ers and the private
noted that there is
sector to increase
room in global trade
production of corn,
rules administered
soya, and shrimp in
by the World Trade
the short term; and
Organisation
to
over the medium
allow for countries
term to increase
to impose restricproduction of vegtions on certain
etables, mutton, and
foods.
However,
fish.
Caribbean
govIt is expected that
ernments fail to
increases in productake advantage of
tion will contribthese restrictions
ute to a 25 percent
because of the disreduction in food
connect between
imports, in line
foreign ministers
with the Caricom
who attend WTO
target to reduce
meetings and those
food imports by 25 President Ali & Barbados’ PM Mia Mottley at responsible
for
percent by 2025. It last month’s Agri-Investment Forum & Expo agricultural develgoes without saying this is a pipe dream that
would not be fulfilled, given President Ali’s
strategy on reducing imports.
Although Guyana is the largest food producing country in the region, and has more
arable land than the combined land resources
of the entire Caribbean, the country’s food
import bill has continued to rise each year, and
is almost twice as large as it was a decade ago.
Though the country has increased its focus
on agriculture, production levels have not
increased appreciably.
In addition, there is a growing preference
for foreign foods even in the wake of viable
local substitutes. Foreign foods appear to have
greater appeal, requiring a focus on education
to change the consumption habits of the country’s population, and to drive home the benefits
of eating local foods. President Ali does not
show an understanding of this fact, as neither
corn, soya, nor shrimp are part of the country’s
core imports, or substitutes for food imports.
Therefore, increasing local food production can only be sustainable if the population
chooses to consume local substitutes. At the
same time, the continued imports of foreign
foods will stifle the development of local production.
Thus, government commitment is essential to supporting local production while at
the same time taking measures to restrict
food imports through tariffs. The latter action
requires complete regional co-operation, which
has traditionally been hard to come by as some
countries have been willing participants in
supporting dumping of foreign foods into their
markets.
The bottom line is that increasing production and consumption of local foods and
restricting imports of foreign foods can have
serious political repercussions in some countries, as the masses have become accustomed
to consuming foreign foods.
Incidentally, Caribbean leaders are aware
of the problems associated with growing food
imports. It has been a perennial discussion for
the past half of a century, and more so over the

opment.
Incidentally, the Caribbean, including
Guyana, currently has a growing and unsustainably high annual food import bill.
This, according to the FAO, is because of
inconsistency in food supply, a situation in
which importers find it easier to import food,
much of which is in the form of unhealthy
processed foodstuff that are high in salt, sugar,
and oils. Guyana, for instance, imports some
[Guy] $10 billion of snack foods, an area that
the country immediately needs to address.
But Caribbean leaders are aware of the problems associated with growing food imports.
It has been a perennial discussion for the
past half of a century, and more so over the
past decade. However, regional leaders do not
appear to be committed to the development of
agriculture in the region – or at the very least
they are only lukewarm to the idea.
In Guyana, for instance, although increasing
agricultural production has been at the top of
the agenda since the turn of the century, output
of most food crops has actually been declining.
More so, output of basic food crops, with the
exception of rice, has been remarkably inconsistent – and not due to natural disasters which
plague many of its regional counterparts.
As the region’s largest food producer, Guyana
is ideally positioned to fulfill the region’s food
demand. Long regarded as the “food bowl of
the Caribbean”, the country has not until now
sought to put the infrastructure in place to
achieve this goal.
Over the past couple of years, Guyana
increased its focus on agriculture, recognising
that its potential to feed the Caribbean can
only materialise if there is domestic, as well as
regional commitment to develop the largely
neglected sector.
As a result, it has been wooing its Caribbean
counterparts, as well as international investors,
to assist it with developing agriculture with the
intent of achieving regional food security.
One of the reasons for the failure of agriculture to develop in the Caribbean is that
governments are today spending less than two

8

percent of their annual budgets on agriculture,
compared to 20 percent more, a decade ago –
attributable to them having to spend more on
health, education, and security.
Guyana is perhaps the only country in
the region that has experienced an increase
in spending on agriculture. But the increase
in budgetary allocation to the sector follows
decades of neglect largely due to political
machinations of the former PNC regime.
Other constraints of agricultural development include the region’s vulnerability to natural disasters caused by climate change, which
has resulted in extensive damage to infrastructure, property, and agricultural production. At
the same time, food and nutrition insecurity
has been aggravated by increasing rates of poverty in the region, coupled with high levels of
income inequality.
For now, there is no doubt that there is
ample commitment on “paper” to develop
agriculture in the region, but success beyond
the boardroom table has been fleeting.
Past experience shows that there has been
weak integration of implementation efforts,
resulting in sporadic ventures that have engendered limited success. In fact, over time there
have been more failures than successes in a
broad spectrum of agri-businesses, ranging
from processing facilities to livestock development.
One important aspect of the Guyana government’s strategy that has not been emphasised is the potential to build around established industries – such as rice and sugar,
taking into account the availability of inputs.
Evidently, backward and forward linkages
between the base and satellite industries can
provide a competitive advantage, and offer
greater control over the growth of the offshoot
of the traditional industries.
Such a strategy would also be beneficial

because the country would be able to maximise the use of its existing skills in established
industries. Rather Guyana’s focus has been on
cultivating large-scale and new crops, such
as potatoes and wheat, in which it does not
have either a competitive, or a comparative
advantage.
Ironically, the record of solidarity among
Caribbean governments in food production
is far from reassuring. This is largely due to a
myriad of factors, among them varying levels
of wealth, geographic size, and population,
and differing political configurations, foreign
policies, trade relations, and national expectations. The truth is: solidarity among Caribbean
countries is a dream, especially when it comes
to making sacrifices – adding to the problems
of cooperation in agriculture.
No doubt, some individual governments
will most likely embark on their own initiatives
to promote agricultural development, regardless of potential co-operation at a regional
level.
Guyana, for instance, is striving to leverage
its vast relative geographic size and comparative advantage to capitalise on large-scale food
production to satisfy regional demand, and
to foster its own economic development. The
likelihood of co-operation with its regional
counterparts to reduce its own, as well as the
food bill, is still up in the air.
For now, Guyana’s aim to reduce its food
import bill is a good idea, but it is going about
it the wrong way.
Dwarka Lakhan, BA, MBA, FCSI, FICB
is a Member of the Canadian Association of
Journalists, and an accomplished financial writer. His recently published book, Winning Ways,
Real World Strategies to Help You Reimagine
Your Practice, is available on Amazon and on
winningways101.com. He can be reached at
dlakhan@rogers.com.
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DESIGN YOUR FUTURE

A successful annual Eid dinner held at the Imdadul Islamic Centre saw attendance
by Sayem Khan (left to right), Maqsood Hussain, Zaman Khan, Moulana Muzzamil
Ali, Haroon Sheriff, Farouk Ganie, & Osman Khan

Eid dinner celebrates community spirit
Toronto – Over 400 members of the
Imdadul Islamic Centre attended an Eid dinner
last month where they celebrated getting back
together again while recalling happy memories
from this year’s Ramadan and Eid-ul-Fitr.
Held on May 28, the event also saw interfaith
leaders, local government officials, Imams, and
young community leaders in attendance.
The event served to re-ignite the harmonious spirit among the attendees, with the
membership ecstatic to return to community
participation following the isolation and regulations brought by Covid-19.
While last month’s event saw adherence to
Covid-19 protocols, at the same time its members were able to show how much they enjoyed
being together as a community.
The Centre is also blessed to have partnerships with local community partners

and Muslim advocacy groups like Muslims
Achieving Excellence Gala. Its founder, Aazar
Zafar, provided an update on the MAX project
and youth scholarships.
Also in attendance were members of the
Toronto Police Service Muslim Consultative
Committee. As well, security expert, Younus
Imam, shared a brief Eid message with the
gathering.
The fundraising component of the evening
saw Imdadul’s Secretary, Osman Khan, facilitating the raffle draw. He also fondly recalled
the contributions made by all the donors and
volunteers, who have worked together to make
various projects at the mosque a success.
Among the highlights of the evening were
the outstanding nasheed performances by
popular Naat Qwan singers Khalid Javid and
Nazira Baksh. (With files by Sayem Khan)
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Tree-planting exceeds fundraising & attendance expectations

From Page 1
Alliance, and TRCA.
As Ramnauth noted, the tree planting event
“took on a party-like atmosphere, with volunteers mindful of Covid-19 protocols.”
He added, “…The Registration and
Hospitality booth was stocked with veggie
snacks… Pundits Jag Gossai and Rabindranauth
Tiwari offered prayers to seek the blessings of
Mother Earth… There were volunteers of all
ages and diversities that mirrored the population of the region.”
As an inspiring reflection of the energy at
the event, Ramnauth added that passersby
(including bike riders) stopped to lend a hand
to the families, neighbours, and friends during
the tree planting exercise.
Ramnauth also noted that youth participation was evident, with Ravi and Shivani
Mahadeo recording and producing a TikTok
video of the event.
“With over 1,400 trees and shrubs now
planted on the Ajax side of the Pickering
Cremation Ashes Disposition Site, with prior
assistance from TRCA, this tree planting project was completed in record time,” he declared.
The event met and exceeded expectations
in its fundraising goals and for attendance, he
said.
While community fundraising resulted in
donations of just over $5,300, The Town of
Ajax and OPG each contributed approximately
$4,500. The remaining total, approximately
$12,300, will be funded by the Ajax Cremation
and Visitation Centre, Ramnauth revealed.
Speaking to the participation by Ajax
Crematorium & Visitation Centre, Aujla said
being invited to take part in restoring the
shoreline at the Ajax Lakefront was important
since it is also an ash scattering site.
“It is the primary location where residents
from Scarborough and Durham region go to

Pundit Jag Gossai
scatter their loved one’s ashes. For a long time
there has been a taboo around scattering cremated remains in water. For Hindus and Sikhs
this is a religious obligation, and an important
aspect of the funeral process; but for some
people, they do not understand it, and may
think we are polluting the water,” he said.
Ajula added, “A project like this is important because it shows that we are committed
towards preserving our environment as a community, and this helps build our trust with our
fellow Canadians. Community events like this
tree planting initiative also allow us to communicate and educate people on how scattering
ashes is done, and how it can be done without
polluting the waterways.”
As he noted, the funeral home was proud
to donate to the project, adding, “We feel great
pleasure knowing that we are able to directly
assist in the community that we serve.”
With files by Ravi Mahadeo
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Joanne Dies

Spades foreground volunteers as they get ready to begin planting
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REGIONAL

Mottley makes 2022 TIME100 list

Bridgetown
–
Prime
Minister
of Barbados Mia
Mottley has been
listed among the
100 most influential
people in the 2022
TIME100. It is the
annual list of the 100
most influential people in the world.
Mottley led her
ruling
Barbados
Labour Party to
clean sweeps in the
last two general elections.
As the Caribbean
Media Corporation
reported last week,
the TIME article
described her as
“bold, fearless, and
possessing a great
intellect and wit”.
The TIME article
noted her as being a
Barbados Prime Minister Mia Mottley
Prime Minister who
“is a brilliant politician”, and also one who Fund’s Development Committee was also
“knows how to shake things up”.
highlighted.
The article was written by World Trade
Here she reminded the world’s finance
Organisation Director General Ngozi Okonjo- gurus that the level of a country’s per capita
Iweala.
income may not always be the best measure of
Okonjo-Iweala also cited Mottley for her its wealth, CMC reported.
riveting speeches that were delivered last year
“The Prime Minister strides boldly on the
at COP26 in Glasgow. During those speeches world stage. She is an embodiment of our conon the international stage, she chided the science, reminding us all to treat our planet,
world’s leaders for not working more diligently and, therefore, one another, with love, dignity,
to limit the potential catastrophic impacts of and care,” Okonjo-Iweala wrote.
climate change.
He also valorised Mottley as the first woman
Additionally, Mottley’s work as chair of the to head a government in Barbados, saying she
World Bank and the International Monetary has now become a Barbadian icon.
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INDIAN HERITAGE DAY: TRINIDAD & TOBAGO

IDC recognises challenges, perseverance by Indentured arrivals to T&T

T

he Indian Diaspora Council International and its global affiliates and membership have paid tribute, and
expressed gratitude to the first Indentured labourers
from India who arrived in Trinidad on May 30, 1845 aboard the
Fatal Razak. Trinidad and Tobago celebrated its 177th anniversary of Indian Arrival on Monday.
Said the IDC: “We are always reminded of their pioneering spirit, determination,
persistence, and endurance
under extremely harsh conditions. While survival must have
been the primary concern,
they strived and persevered to
maintain their sense of origin,
traditions and culture despite
insurmountable hardships,” the
IDC said in a statement.
It added, “Their children,
grandchildren, and following
generations will always take
Deo Gosine
pride in this unique accomplishment, recognising and appreciating the sacrifices and
achievements made on their behalf.”
In its statement, the IDC also recognised the invaluable
contributions the ancestors “made to the diverse culture and
economic development of Trinidad & Tobago, while progressing at all levels of society”.
Said Deo Gosine, IDC Vice President (Trinidad & Tobago):
“We pay homage and commemorate an historic event which
took place 177 years ago, and recognise the journeys, hardships,
travails and perseverance of a people – while looking at today
and tomorrow, which can take lessons from that history of journeys not so long ago.”
He added, “While acknowledging that past, we can triumph
by taking bold steps the same as those who came to Trinidad
and Tobago and other lands with just a promise, with lots of
hope and determination.”
Gosine further noted, “Our ancestors came [to Trinidad
and Tobago] partially by choice, many forced, but resolved and
persevered under very difficult and harrowing conditions. That
shared experience, that saga of shared history, fostered a unique
kindred spirit of resolve, togetherness and kinship – a triumph

over obstacles and difficulties
with dreams and aspirations of
a destiny intertwined by history
and fate.”
In concluding, the IDC
extended its congratulations to
the government and people of
Trinidad & Tobago on the commemoration of the 177th anniversary of arrival. Along with
this, it also extended continued
best wishes to all the descendants
of those early pioneers for peaceful and prosperous co-existence,
both in Trinidad & Tobago and
other lands where the diaspora
has settled.
Said the IDC: “We continue to encourage and support
active promotion of the rich and
enduring Indian traditions which served their forefathers so
well. We also wish to remind all the descendants of those early
pioneers to recognise and reach out to others of Indian origin
whose forebears also embarked on similar journeys.”

The National Council of Indian Culture held a
number of events last month to mark Indian Heritage
Month, among them the Shastriya Sangeet that saw
performances by artists such as Purwa Joshi above

By Rushton Paray
Member of Parliament, Trinidad & Tobago
s a fourth-generation son of East Indian immigrants, I
am very aware of the sacrifice of those who have come
before. Survival became an art, and family became the
purpose.
Education became the key to unlock the future. Our forefathers had the wisdom and foresight to shake loose the shackles
of ignorance, religious intolerance, and cultural blindness.
I now have a duty to exemplify those values in my words,
my actions, my behaviour, and my attitude. These values must
become the metering rule for my children, and their children
to come.
As a 21st-century Trinidadian of East Indian heritage, I am
very conscious there are cultural traditions that have outlived
their purpose, and find no home in today’s society.

We must create a new paradigm fit for the 21st century, while
holding on to the values as espoused by our ancestors.
We must be prepared to work twice as hard, walk twice the
distance, and dig twice the depth to achieve in a highly competitive world. As we commemorate the anniversary of the Arrival
of East Indians in Trinidad, our allegiance must remain steadfast
to our beautiful twin-island Republic of Trinidad and Tobago.
But we should never forget that the Indian sub-continent
remains our repository of 4,000 years of science, mathematics,
engineering, medicine, art, and culture. That history is embodied in the DNA of every East Indian in this country.
As greatness is part of the construct, it must never become
the elusive dream. We must harness this potential that resides
in all of us. Please give a word of thanks and prayers to our
ancestors, and reflect on the road ahead as our ‘kala pani’ waits
to be navigated.

Time to navigate a new ‘kala pani’ while holding on to ancestral values

A
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NEW YORK: DIASPORA

How US Black churches became the soul of the community
By Dhanpaul Narine
t is 1758 and a slave reports on the condition of Blacks. He says, “The white folks
would come in when the coloured people
would have prayer meetings, and whip every
one of them. Most of them thought that when
coloured people were praying it was against
them.”
In 2015 in Charleston, South Carolina, a
weapon that was deadlier than the whip was
used, and it brought tragic results.
Black churches were a cause of concern
to the White establishment during and after
slavery. A Black congregation was seen as a
threat to White supremacy. The congregation
was an example of faith, togetherness, and the
ownership of property, and this did not sit well
with Whites.
When Whites in the South wanted excitement they would set fire to Black churches.
The flames provided relief from boredom, and
sent a message to Blacks to mind their message
and manners.
But former US President Barack Obama
reminded us that Black churches have provided
a sanctuary from hardships.
According to Obama, “[Over] the centuries
Black churches served as hush harbours, where
slaves could worship in safety, praise houses,
where free descendants could gather and shout
‘Hallelujah!’”
Obama, in his Charleston eulogy, outlined
the importance of Black churches. They were
more than centres of worship. The Black
churches in America have from the time of
their inception stood for justice and equality.
Their influence has extended to politics, economics, and education. They challenged the
status quo that a good slave would obey his
master and reap the rewards in Heaven.
In 1863, the four million freed Blacks
became a powerful constituency. The task was
to organise their voices for militant action, and
the church was seen as the instrument that
would facilitate such action.
A towering figure in the early development of the church was Daniel Payne, who for
over 50 years gave both physical and religious
instructions as to how to expand the laity.
Payne was born in Charleston, South
Carolina, and his religious ideology was shaped
by the belief that Black, independent churches,
were the most potent way to fight slavery and
racism.
There were other important figures in
the church movement, and they included
Theophilus Gould Steward, and Richard Allen.
Both were influential in the African Methodist
Episcopal Church.
Steward was awarded a Doctor of Divinity
Degree in 1881 from Wilberforce University in
Ohio. Allen founded the AME Church in 1794,
and realised that free Blacks needed a sanctuary in which to fight racism, and to become
literate so they can organise for political action.
Allen also founded Sunday Schools to teach
literacy programs, and to focus on discussing
the politics of the day.
In 1829, there were the Cincinnati Riots
in which Blacks were attacked by Whites; the
reason given was that Whites resented Black
settlement in parts of Cincinnati fearing that
jobs would be lost to Blacks. The violence was
perpetrated by Irish settlers; around 1,100
Blacks left Cincinnati, and some of them even
migrated to Canada, where they founded the
Wilberforce colony in Ontario.
It was against this repression that Richard
Allen and his followers decided to act. They
organised the first Negro Convention in
Philadelphia in 1830. The riots dominated the
agenda, and one of the resolutions was to work
to improve Black education so they could compete better with Whites for jobs.
Despite the resolutions and some degree of
literacy intervention the condition of Blacks
improved only slightly. Black children were not
admitted to public schools, while Blacks who
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Barack Obama
owned property were required to pay taxes to
support the schools. In addition, Blacks could
not give evidence in court against a White person, or sit in a jury, or even serve in the militia.
In 1841, another riot broke out. Black leaders celebrated the Emancipation of slavery in
England, and many in the White community
were unhappy with the ceremonies.
In the riots that followed, there were reports
of the loss of lives in the Black community;
meetings were held in the Betel AME church
to plan further action.
The Cincinnati Daily Gazette on September
6, 1841 reported that during the mayhem
the press of the Philanthropist was seized and
dumped into the river.
As can be seen it was far from easy for
Blacks to express themselves in the days following Emancipation. The churches played
an active role to mobilise the people, but there
were tensions from within as well.
The leadership in the North had its own
ideas as to how the church should be organised,
and what message should be disseminated.
There were those who believed that all references to Africa should be abandoned, and
these included dancing and drumming.
Religion should follow an intellectual path
in which learning and literacy would feature
prominently. But this Northern idea did not go
down well with the Southern leadership. It was
argued that the majority of the ex-slaves were
illiterate, and depended on an oral tradition
that included chanting and drumming.
Many of the churches were located in the
rural areas, and members stuck to their customs. These involved the hush harbours, and
the emotional and chanting style of preaching.
However, by 1900 the emergence of a
Black middle class meant that the church was
more involved in schools and colleges, social
inequality, and the ability to publish and to
circulate information to its members about the
latest happenings.
The main issues of the day were questioned
from the pulpit, and rural and urban, poor and
middle class, and illiterate and literate, found
that they had a lot in common. The stage was
then set for further conflict and confrontation
between Blacks and Whites.
History has a way of repeating itself, and
can cause one to pause and take stock when
it is least expected. In 1865 there was a rededication program of the Emanuel African
Methodist Episcopal Church in Charleston.
The Reverend Randolph Benjamin had served
as a Chaplain in the 26th Regiment, United
States Coloured Troops. After his stint was
over, he was sent to Charleston because “he
wanted to be useful to his race”.
Reverend Randolph became the Assistant
Superintendent of Education in Charleston in
1865. His record is impressive. He was able
to establish schools for freed Blacks, and to
advocate for adequate staff to be sent to them.
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Martin Luther King Jr
In 1867 he started a newspaper, The Charleston
Advocate, and later that year Benjamin was
elected a delegate to the State Constitutional
Convention.
He won a seat in the State Senate and
was campaigning on the Republican ticket for
Ulysses S. Grant to be President.
In 1868, tragedy struck. Reverend Randolph
was boarding a train in South Carolina. In
broad daylight three men belonging to the Klu
Klux Klan assassinated him. This was a life that
was cut short in its prime by attackers that were
blinded by hatred. No one was apprehended for
the crime.
In 2015, another life was cut down. He was
Reverend Clementa Pinckney, who was also
a pastor at the Emanuel African Methodist
Episcopal Church, and his attacker was blinded

by hate as well.
In the rich and engaging history of Black
churches one would do well to salute the contributions of stalwarts such as Denmark Vesey
and his son Robert.
There was also Robert F. Boyd, educator and
doctor, who used public fora to advocate for
Black causes, and who helped to organise the
Society of Colored Physicians and Surgeons.
By 1895, the importance of a union between
various denominations was realised.
It was in that year that more than 2,000
clergymen met in Atlanta, Georgia. The purpose was to discuss racial intolerance and
violence against the Black community. The
big conventions included the Baptist Foreign
Missionary Convention, the American
National Baptist Convention, and the National
Baptist Educational Convention.
One result of the meeting was the merging
of the three Conventions to form the National
Baptist Convention of America. There were
some powerful names at the Convention,
including Rev. A.D. Walters, who was the
grandfather of Dr Martin Luther King Jr.
Black churches continued to organise and
to speak out against racial inequality and injustice. When the fight for Civil Rights came, they
were in a good position to advocate passionately against injustice.
Black churches remain the soul of the community. Dr Martin Luther King Jr said in 1958
that Black churches should be concerned with
people in the slums, and about the economic
conditions that strangle them. In 2015, Pope
Francis visited the US and this message was
repeated.
Black churches then have been ahead of the
times in spreading the message of justice and
equality to the flock. May they long continue
on this mission.

#7A-7 SUN PAC BLVD, BRAMPTON
ONTARIO, CANADA L6S 0E8
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PERSPECTIVE: A GLOBAL VIEW

Why some folks see Lee Kuan Yew as ‘the king of Singapore’
By Dhanpaul Narine
in British practice, which he put to good use on his return
any developing countries aspire to be like
to Singapore. He worked as a lawyer, and was then active in
Singapore, but can they, really? Lee Kuan Yew has
forming the People’s Action Party. Lee began to agitate for
provided the recipe for Singapore’s success.
an end to colonial rule, and after a power struggle in the
He said, “I am often accused of interfering in the private
organisation, Lee won a by-election in 1957.
lives of citizens. Yes, if I did not, had I not done that, we
In the national elections two years later, PAP won 43 out
wouldn’t be here today. And I say without the
of 51 seats in the assembly. Lee became Prime
slightest remorse, that we wouldn’t be here, we
Minister of Singapore in 1959, and set about
would not have made economic progress, if we
campaigning for an end to British rule.
had not intervened on very personal matters –
He thought if Singapore joined Malaysia in a
who your neighbour is; how you live; the noise
federation this might hasten Independence, but
you make; how you spit; or what language you
this was short-lived. There were riots between
use. We decide what is right. Never mind what
the Chinese and Malays, and Singapore was
people think.”
expelled from Malaysia.
Lee Kuan Yew led Singapore for more than
Lee took the separation personally. He said
30 years, and his passing prompted many world
that Malaysia and Singapore had close ties, and
leaders to pay their respects to him. Former US
the separation would be inimical to cooperation.
President Barack Obama called him a “true giant
But Lee had other problems.
Lee Kuan Yew
of history and the father of modern Singapore”.
He had to build Singapore from virtually
David Cameron, the former British Prime Minister, spoke
little. As part of this effort, he traveled and cultivated ties with
of Lee and Margaret Thatcher in the same vein – as great state
other countries, and in 1965 Singapore joined the United
persons that were committed to change.
Nations. But the future was uncertain. There was a lack of
Henry Kissinger said of Lee, “[He] has become a seminal
social services, and with high unemployment, and few natural
figure for all of us. I have not learned as much from
resources, the critics did not give Singapore much of a chance.
anybody as I have from Lee Kuan Yew. He made himself an
Lee and his advisors had other ideas. They worked to
indispensable friend of the United States, not primarily by the
improve the manufacturing sector, established industrial
power he represented, but by the quality of his thinking.”
estates with tax breaks, and invested in education and training.
Tony Blair said that Lee was the smartest leader he ever met.
Singapore made the best of its location. Its deep harbour
But it was the ordinary people that spoke of the contributions
meant ships could land without the scourge of tsunamis or
of Lee. He was seen as the father of Singapore by many, and
monsoons.
there were those that described him as “the king of Singapore”.
The island State also had another blessing. It was the
Who was Lee Kuan Yew, and why did he hold such a
gateway to China and Japan from Europe. Geography and
powerful sway over his country?
location meant that the colonial outpost was taking on the
Lee was born in 1923, and as we know, he was the first
character of a modern economic hub.
Prime Minister of Singapore for over 30 years.
The economic indicators were most impressive. In 1980,
Lee was a brilliant student. He studied at Raffles College,
the GDP per capita was (US) $4,756, but in 2014 this had
and won scholarships there before going to England to further
increased tenfold to $52,179. This means that Singapore was
his studies. He spent some time at the London School of
wealthier per capita than the US and Germany.
Economics, after which he read law at Fitzwilliam College,
As a sign of Singapore success story, the IMF named the
University of Cambridge. He did so well that he graduated
island State as the easiest country in the world in which to do
with double honours.
business. Singapore’s Changi was rated the top airport in the
While he was in England, Lee was able to gain experience
world. Incidentally, Heathrow was ten, Toronto Pearson was
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46, and JFK was 63 on the list.
The Finance Minister Tharman Shanmurgaratnam says that
Singapore’s success story is as a result of three factors: “[The]
cultural work ethic, our response to external conditions, and
our government, especially its education and housing policies.
Our approach is to enable people and to support a culture of
aspiration, work, and personal responsibility, rather than have
the government taking over responsibility.”
He further explained that Singapore has a social culture
based on work. A competitive economy has to constantly
upgrade skills. But the other priorities must be a secure
environment in which to do business, a respect for the rule
of law, and political stability. There are other interesting ideas
in the Singapore’s model of development, one being that the
government rewards self-reliance.
“You get something more when you take responsibility,”
Shanmurgaratnam says.
One aspect of this responsibility is doing business in an
almost corrupt-free environment.
In his book From Third World to First, Lee argues that the
promises that are made at election time by politicians create
a big burden for others to pay. This leads to a culture of
entitlement that takes a long time to change, or reverse.
One of the interesting experiments has taken place in
housing and residence. The government promulgated a policy
of integrated neighbourhoods by requiring people of different
races and cultures to live in the same neighbourhoods. The
object was to create pride and to have a common identity.
Despite the increase in living standards, there have
been criticisms concerning Singapore’s social policies. The
country has been described as a dictatorship in which there is
conscription, the death penalty for drug trafficking, and laws
that restrict freedom of the press.
At a conference at Helsinki in 1971, Lee defended his
government’s curbs on press freedom by saying that the
newspapers incited riots through irresponsible reporting. Lee
had argued that a curtailment of freedom was necessary for
prosperity.
He is gone, but he still watches over Singapore. As Lee said
in 1988, “Even from my sick bed, even if you are going to
lower me into the grave and I feel that something is wrong, I
will get up.”
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assets and depreciation; Maintain general ledgers & financial statements; Calculate & prepare
cheques for payroll; Prepare other statistical, financial & accounting reports; Prepare tax
returns; Keep financial records & establish, maintain & balance various accounts using manual
and computerised bookkeeping systems;
Business Equipment & Computer Applications
ACCPAC; MS Excel; MS Windows; Accounting software; Quick Books; Simply Accounting;
Caseware/Caseview;
Work Conditions and Physical Capabilities
Fast-paced environment; Work under pressure; Repetitive tasks; Attention to detail; Tight
deadlines; Overtime required;
Personal Suitability
Effective interpersonal skills; Flexibility; Accurate; Team player; Excellent oral communication;
Excellent written communication; Client focus; Judgement; Reliability; Organised;

This employer promotes equal employment opportunities for all job applicants, including
those self-identifying as a member of these groups: Apprentices, Indigenous people, Persons
with disabilities, Newcomers to Canada, Seniors, Veterans, Visible minorities, Youth.
Employer accepts applications from: Canadian citizens & permanent residents of Canada;
Other candidates with or without a valid Canadian work permit.

Advertised until
2022-06-17

COMPASSIONATE MENTAL

HEALTH CARE

Ontario Liberal Party
Parti libéral de l'Ontario

NEGLECT AND

EMPTY PROMISES

Ontario PC Party
Parti PC de l'Ontario

ONLY ONTARIO LIBERALS BEAT CONSERVATIVES

VOTE LIBERAL ON JUNE 2

THE CHOICE IS YOURS
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ARTS & LITERATURE

Samaroo’s book on Adrian Cola Rienzi a ‘literary nugget’
Samaroo, Brinsley: Adrian Cola Rienzi:
The Life and Times of an Indo-Caribbean Progressive
By Romeo Kaseram
he name Adrian Cola Rienzi is perhaps not as wellknown by the younger generations in Trinidad and
Tobago, an audience in south Trinidad was told
during the launch last month of Dr Brinsley Samaroo’s book
celebrating the eminent trade unionist.
Also, that Rienzi’s decision to give up a promising legal
career to build trade unionism in Trinidad and Tobago, and
in the Caribbean in the 1930s, along with his watchwords,
“Organise, Centralise, and Revolutionise”, would also have
been swept under by the passage of time, and the fading of
memories, without Samaroo’s timely and writerly intervention.
As was reported out of Trinidad and Tobago, Samaroo’s
latest book, Adrian Cola Rienzi: The Life and Times of an IndoCaribbean Progressive, has now firmly fixed Rienzi’s stature in
the firmament, not only of Trinidad and Tobago’s history, but
also among the other greats solidly rooted in the foundation of
the early trade union moment in the Caribbean.
As Wellesley College’s Professor Selwyn Cudjoe noted,
Samaroo’s latest text is “an illuminating biography”; also, it
is a “literary nugget placed into our hands so that we can
better understand ourselves”.
Along with the more fiery, vociferous trade unionist, Tubal
Uriah “Buzz” Butler, Rienzi helped to change the course of
history in Trinidad and Tobago back in the 1930s.
However, perhaps mostly due to the attrition of time
Vanguard’s front page November 15, 1941
and recall, Rienzi has not received similar
who was behind the scenes, worked in the
adulatory upliftment and recognition like
background, and didn’t attract the media… so
Butler, which are similarly deserving for his
he was neglected, and Butler was put in the
incipient efforts in the formation of Trinidad
forefront.”
and Tobago’s, and the wider Caribbean’s, trade
Samaroo pointed out that Butler and
union movement.
Rienzi played equal and important roles in
And so it may be for this reason, and
developing trade unionism. Trained as a
others, that today the name Rienzi is not welllawyer, it was Rienzi who fiercely defended
known by the younger generations in Trinidad
Butler in court; and in a writerly role, it was
and Tobago. Notably, his stalwart contribution
Rienzi who edited the Oilfields Workers
remains downplayed during annual Labour
Trade Union’s newspaper, Vanguard.
Day celebrations in Trinidad and Tobago
Rienzi later founded the two main trade
Adrian Cola Rienzi
despite that he was the originator, and the
unions, OWTU, and the All Trinidad Sugar
first President General of the Oilfields Workers Trade Union,
Estates and Factory Workers Trade Union. Additionally, he
and the All Trinidad Sugar Estates and Factory Workers Trade
took the leadership of both unions as its President General,
Union.
and continually advocated racial unity, Samaroo stated.
Such erosion of well-earned and deserved stature is the
Rienzi’s life story provides an important lesson to the trade
raison d’être that saw Samaroo researching the life and times of
unionists of today, Samaroo added.
Rienzi.
“What the labour movement should do today is to go to the
As Samaroo told the local media during the book launch
pages of [Vanguard], and look at the range of activities that
last week, he was inspired to write Adrian Cola Rienzi: The Life trade unions were meant for: education for children, health
and Times of an Indo-Caribbean Progressive because Trinidad
facilities, and continued agitation for all kinds of unions. That
and Tobago’s development of the trade union movement has
is the lesson: it is not about labour relations, or getting better
not been written before.
wages, but looking at national development,” Samaroo said.
“What impressed itself upon me is during this time of
Also, Samaroo noted that Rienzi gave new life to the
the Rienzi-Butler combination, it was the first time in the
Caribbean trade union movement by traveling to Guyana,
history of Trinidad and Tobago that the two major races came
where he formed the West Indian Trade Union Movement.
together. That was significant, especially now that we are not as
He was born Krishna Deonarine in 1905 in Palmyra on the
united as we should be,” Samaroo said.
outskirts of what is now the southern city of San Fernando.
Additionally, “Rienzi wasn’t as vociferous a public figure as
The early school years saw Rienzi attending Naparima College;
Butler, so most of the headlines concentrated on Butler. Butler
however, he was forced to drop out after three years due to
was the person whom the media made into someone. Rienzi,
internal family struggles.

T

Brinsley Samaroo at the book launch
His three years at Naparima were formative years. As
Samaroo notes, Rienzi credited these years for shaping his
emerging ambition, and for its foundation-building of the
academics in English and mathematics.
Following Naparima, Rienzi worked as a law clerk with
the law firm J.C. Hobson in San Fernando. His decision to
pursue studies in law saw him changing his name before going
abroad. His adopted name was an amalgamation of his English
mentor, magistrate Adrian Clarke, and the 14th-century Italian
revolutionist Cola di Rienzo.
While abroad, he studied at Trinity College in Dublin; he
also joined the Irish section of the League Against Imperialism.
In 1931, Rienzi moved to London, where he entered the
Middle Temple. He was called to the Bar in 1934, and later
returned to Trinidad. Following his re-entry, he became
involved in trade unionism.
As Samaroo points out, Rienzi also played a critical role
in forming both the oil and sugar workers’ unions, and in
so doing, bridged the divide between the two dominant
ethnicities.
He later moved into politics in Trinidad and Tobago,
serving four terms on the San Fernando Borough Council,
with three tenures as Mayor. He also represented Victoria on
the Legislative Council from 1937-1944, and later worked in
the public service as a Crown Counsel and Assistant Attorney
General.
Rienzi later changed his name to Desh Bandhu, or ‘National
Patriot’, in a gesture for Indo-Caribbeans to take pride in their
national heritage. He died at the age of 67 on July 21, 1971.
Adrian Cola Rienzi: The Life and Times of an IndoCaribbean Progressive is published in Trinidad and Tobago by
Royards Publishing Company.

Lashes keep coming, but the good of humanity still shines

A

windstorm called a Derecho lashed Ontario through
the southwest, into Ottawa, and up to Quebec City
– 1,000 kilometres of high winds and destruction.
Tornadoes are also reported to have tracked the storm.
High winds up to and over 130 kilometres per hour,
were breaking records over decades old. The death toll is in
double figures, many trees and hydro poles down, extensive
power outages, roads blocked, roofs damaged, and houses
demolished.
The expense, the delays to get electricity
back, restoration of other services, water,
Bernard
roads cleared, downed trees removed, the
Heydorn
repairs are staggering. Some schools are
closed. Ottawa reports that it is worse than
their worst ice storms and tornadoes.
The town of Uxbridge, in Durham
County, has been declared to be in a State of Emergency. Is this
climate change, or the anger of “the gods”?
Who will pay for the repairs, restoration, and recovery?
Where will the manpower and services come from to do the
work? The insurance companies will be challenged by the
number of claims. The insurance companies, already known
for raising their fees and rejecting claims, can be a downer. The
lashes keep coming!
The economy is under siege, the price of gas is sky high,
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food supplies are seeing shortages, and costs are rising. They
call it inflation. Where will folks find shelter? Seniors and low
economic citizens are particularly vulnerable.
The coronavirus mutates and keeps coming. The new
monkeypox virus is making an appearance in a number of
places. Russian President Vladimir Putin’s war in Ukraine
seems to be now morphing into a threatening World War! The
lashes keep coming!
In the Far East the clouds of war are
gathering with China and North Korea
being the chief actors, threatening their
neighbours.
Many folks in Africa are on the verge of
starving to death. They can “tighten their
belts” no longer! The lashes keep coming!
The cult of “Trumpism” continues to
spread. Evident in countries like Brazil in South America, it
has slipped into Canada from south of the border, from one of
our best allies, the US. The Canadian government, according
to intelligence reports, has reportedly been caught sleeping, the
recent Ottawa Trucker’s Convoy being a prime example.
The US itself is suffering through a tide of gun violence,
schools being a prime target. Many are reported racist and
extremist-inspired, with the right wing Republican Donald
Trump controlled legislators looking the other way, even

supporting the continued widespread use of guns. Where will
this end?
The devil must have his due. Evil does not sleep. Why do
innocent folks, including children, have to suffer through the
actions of others?
These are existential questions that have never really been
answered. Where is justice? Is death the last enemy?
Out of all this mayhem, the good of humanity can shine a
light. The generosity, kindness, sacrifices, and efforts of folks
near and far, have lit a candle in the dark. Be it war, natural
disasters, evil actors, or other, good can rise to the occasion.
It can be a next door neighbour, a good Samaritan in a
near or far off country, a family member, or a benevolent
government. All is not lost. We must take strength from the
fact that God and good exist within us. That is my belief.
The birds chirp in my backyard. The leaves of spring are
shooting up in my garden. The sun is rising higher in the sky
each day. The moon casts a glowing splendour at night. The
stars twinkle like diamonds on display.
Storms never last. Better days are coming. The evil sooner
or later get their just punishments, the good their just rewards.
There is no other explanation for existence. The rivers flow
into the seas as our lives flow into eternity.
“One day, one day, congotay”, as old people say. If the sun
still shines and the creeks don’t rise, I’ll be talking to you.
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Time to reflect on ancestors’ strength

Arrival & departure

Port-of-Spain – Trinidad and Tobago must mark Indian aspects of nation-building.
Port-of-Spain – It was an Indian Arrival Day mesArrival Day as one of reflection on the resilience of our East
“It is that resilience, the same
sage to the nation by India’s High Commissioner Arun
Indian ancestors, and similarly on the resilience by arrivals from resilience which our African brothKumar Sahu that was accompanied by news of his
other lands who were already here when Indentured labourers ers and sisters demonstrated after
departure.
first landed.
Emancipation to propel themselves forEven as he reminded the descendants of the journey
Such was the message from Opposition leadward, that we as a peoof the struggle endured “in building this rainbow nation
er Kamla Persad-Bissessar earlier this week as
ple must foster within
of Trinidad and Tobago”, Sahu bid farewell to the nation,
Trinidad and Tobago marked its 177th anniverourselves to defeat the
saying he will soon be returning to the Ministry of
sary of Indian Arrival on Monday.
socio-economic burExternal Affairs, New Delhi.
Arun Kumar Sahu
Persad-Bissessar said nationals should always
dens, and other ills facHe expressed his gratitude to Trinidad and Tobago
retain cognisance of the courage and resilience
ing our nation today,” she said.
for the warm reception received by both himself and his family.
by the Indentured labourers during a time of
She added, “It was this unity that has cre“[It] touched us,” Sahu said, while noting the pandemic
great uncertainty and unfairness. As she noted,
ated this nation into a beautiful cosmopolitan stymied many of his plans, but he was yet able to achieve a few
having braved a treacherous journey, our forefanation, where every creed and race find an objectives via technology.
thers suffered great hardship upon their arrival
equal place.”
“I could feel the energy within you, and would, therefore,
to our shores.
Persad-Bissessar urged nationals to re-com- urge all of you, especially the younger generation, to take spe“They persisted with hope and developed
mit to unity among the races and religions, cial care and make special efforts to be the agent of change and
a vision and a plan to better themselves. This Kamla Persad-Bissessar noting that the entire country faces the same transmit the richness of your heritage to the wider world,” he
hope gave them the strength to toil through the hardships they challenges, which means that the hardship must be defeated said.
faced. They stood strong through the injustice that was often together.
Sahu also reminded Trinidad and Tobago of the journey
meted out against them, and dedicated themselves to gaining
“Division must never win… as we celebrate Indian Arrival the first Indentured labourers made 177 years ago that led to
success for themselves, and for the country they now called Day, we congratulate those who have fought hard to preserve them becoming an “inalienable part of the history of both our
home,” she declared.
East Indian culture, preserve the culinary arts, the music, countries”.
Persad-Bissessar said almost two centuries later, Trinidad and and even dance, as they all play an invaluable role in creating
Said Sahu: “India treasures these historical, cultural, social
Tobago has seen the impact of their resilience, as descendants of one of the most unique and beautiful national cultures in the and democratic bonds with the people and government of
those East Indian Indentured labourers are today involved in all Caribbean,” she declared.
Trinidad and Tobago. Our shared history, culture, and democratic values provide an enduring foundation for stronger relations for the mutual benefit of our people.”
He stated that Indian music, dance, art, films, festivals,
Port-of-Spain – Trinidad and Tobago nationals have been
She continued that as heirs to the Indenture arrival legacy,
called on to strengthen the ties that bind together as a people nationals must adopt this persevering spirit “to vanquish the Diwali, yoga, Ramleela, and cricket continue to play a seminal
and as a nation. The appeal was made by President
virus that has wrought immeasurable loss, misery, role in binding the two nations together.
Also noted by Sahu was the contribution India made as a
and chaos, and overcome the many other tribulaPaula-Mae Weekes during her Indian Arrival Day
message.
tions such as rising crime, soaring food prices, and leader in addressing the pandemic.
Additionally, he noted that India remains an inalienable force
Weekes said the nation owes an eternal debt of
unemployment that affect our national developin connecting the globe through information technology and
gratitude to the brave East Indian Indentured immiment”.
grants who endured many challenges and hardships
She also urged nationals to build on the founda- artificial intelligence.
This year India celebrates its 75th anniversary of
tion left by the East Indian Indentured immigrants
to leave India and forge a new life in Trinidad and
by “rejecting completely the religious, political and Independence.
Tobago.
“India believes in togetherness. Keeping that spirit of togethracial strife that so often threaten the very fabric of
“Their accounts of sacrifice, perseverance, and
triumph are rich sources of inspiration to all of us, President Weekes our rainbow nation, and working together to forge a erness in mind, on this occasion of the Indian Arrival Day,
particularly as we seek to put the Covid-19 crisis well and truly clear and common path forward, even in the face of overwhelm- I wish all of you a better, brighter, healthier and prosperous
future,” Sahu said.
behind us,” she said.
ing difficulties”.

Strengthen the ties that bind together – President Weekes
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‘Opportune time’ for signing of MOU
Port-of-Spain – The Memorandum of Understanding signed crops that require large acreages, such as corn, citrus, bananas,
between Trinidad and Tobago and Guyana on May 22 has been and for animal farming.
“Both administrations can explore the possibility of providdone at an opportune time, the UWI’s economist Dr Vaalmikki
ing preference and concessions to Trinidad and Tobago farmers
Arjoon told the media in Trinidad and Tobago last week.
The MOU was signed after a three-day Agri Investment in acquiring lands for farming purposes, and moving of agricultural equipment across to
Forum that was held in
Guyana,” Arjoon stated.
Guyana from May 19-21.
Following the signing
It seeks to address partof the MOU, Trinidad and
nerships in areas of trade
Tobago’s Prime Minister
and investment, including
Dr Keith Rowley said the
non-tariff barriers, agriagreement showed that
culture and food security,
Caricom could seek and
energy, infrastructure,
find solutions to its many
security, education, tourproblems, especially in
ism, sports and culture
agriculture, which was
with the aim of developleft vulnerable during the
ing strategic co-operapandemic.
tions and partnerships for
“In this Covid-19 periboth countries.
od we found ourselves
Oversight of the execubeing denied access to
tion of the MOU would
be under a new bilateral Dr Irfaan Ali (second from left) & Dr Keith Rowley (third from our normal food supplies,
commission comprising left), witness Guyana’s Foreign Affairs Minister Hugh Todd which comes to us from
both the private and pub- (left) & TT's Caricom & Foreign Affairs Minister Dr Amery Australia, New Zealand,
Browne signing the MOU
Ukraine, Russia and the
lic sectors.
“The timing of the MOU between both governments couldn’t US. Our supply models are that we get our food from other
be better, especially given the global economic challenges people’s efforts in faraway lands,” Rowley said.
He added, “During the height of the Covid-19 period, at the
imposed by the pandemic and the Russia-Ukraine conflict.
[It] presents further opportunities for greater economic con- extent of our vulnerability ...even when we had money in hand,
vergence, private-sector investment, and overall trade linkages we could not buy food. That situation is not going to change; it
is going to get worse. Now is the time to do what has to be done.”
between both economies,” Arjoon said.
Rowley called on the private sector to refocus its investments
He cited supply-chain constraints, and the greater need for
food security in the wake of the international reduced supply, in the areas of food supply, production, transportation, processing, and distribution.
and the high prices for food.
Guyana’s President Dr Irfaan Ali also agreed that an imporArjoon also hoped Trinidad and Tobago and Guyana would
“take advantage of the MOU without delay to capitalise on the tant aspect of the MOU was private sector involvement. He
also felt the discussions with Trinidad and Tobago would be a
economic benefits which it can foster”.
Those benefits would be increased investments by Trinidad positive one.
“We want the private sector of both countries to be fully on
and Tobago’s private sector into Guyana, and vice versa. He said
other benefits include job opportunities in both countries, and board, we want the investors of both countries to be fully on
board; but, importantly, we want the people of both countries to
economies of scale emerging from these investments.
Arjoon also noted that Guyana’s economic performance has be on board,” he said.
Ali added that Guyana was well aware of the challenges that
been bolstered in the last few years by the mining and exports
lie ahead, but was determined not to miss any opportunities for
of bauxite, gold, diamonds, and most importantly, petroleum.
According to the figures, at the end of 2020 Guyana had a its growth and development.
He also saw the MOU as a commitment to secure the futures
nominal GDP of over (US) $5.7 billion, economic growth of 43
percent, and Foreign Direct Investment inflows of $1.83 billion. of both countries, and that it was done at a political level to
Said Arjoon: “This presents an attractive investment envi- ensure its policies and contents were achieved within a reasonronment for the Trinidad and Tobago private sector, notwith- able timeframe.
“It gave us an opportunity to not only examine a sector;
standing some ease of doing business-bureaucracy issues, and
but it gave us an opportunity to take the bull by horns, and to
energy costs.”
The MOU also provides an opportunity for Trinidad and identify, in a very open and frank way, missed opportunities to
Tobago to help Guyana’s efforts to reduce the regional food help identify opportunities in the future, and blocks to those
opportunities,” Ali said.
import bill.
Additionally, “We are not naïve. We are not unaware of
“Going forward and capitalising on the MOU, more of our
local farmers should be encouraged to invest in Guyana and impediments, or blocks, or constraints, or challenges. At the end
of the day, we are not only neighbours, we are not only part of a
acquire arable land,” Arjoon said.
As he noted, land acquisition could be used for producing community – we are also part of a family.”

T&T govt ready to address non-tariff barriers

Port-of-Spain – Trinidad and Tobago is prepared to address interests.
“That makes a nonsense of Caricom itself. It makes a nonthe issue of non-tariff barriers that has been a long-standing
irritant for Guyana’s businesses seeking to export to Trinidad sense of anything about a single market and economy,” Rowley
added.
and Tobago, Prime Minister Dr Keith Rowley said last month.
Rowley also indicated he was cognisant
However, the government will do so with
of the comments made by the Georgetown
the caveat that Guyanese products being
Chamber of Commerce and Industry that it
exported to Trinidad and Tobago are not “sciwas not in agreement with Guyana signing
entifically damaging”, Rowley added.
the MoU with Trinidad and Tobago. The
Rowley made the statement at the Piarco
GCCI not supporting the move came out of
International Airport following his return
its concern over non-tariff barriers imposed
from Guyana, where he participated in an
by Trinidad and Tobago on Guyanese exports.
Agri-Investment Forum earlier last month.
“What I see when people make comments
While at the conference, Trinidad and
like that is that they are saying we do have
Tobago’s Foreign and Caricom Affairs Minister
some barriers that are affecting us, and they
Dr Amery Browne signed a bilateral MoU
want those barriers to come down, so that
with his Guyanese counterpart in a move to
there may be free movement. If that is so, once
promote cooperation between the two counKeith Rowley
those free movements are not scientifically
tries on issues including trade, investment,
damaging to us, then they should only be bounded by the letter
and energy.
Following signing of the MoU, Rowley said there are tariff and spirit of the Treaty of Chaguaramas,” he said.
In a statement following the MoU, the GCCI said it welbarriers within Caricom, some of which, upon examination, can
comed the public commitment by the government of Trinidad
be found not to be justifiable.
“If they are impediments to our trade and business and and Tobago to work with the government of Guyana to remove
relationships, then it will fall to the leadership of the various trade barriers between both nations.
“The Chamber notes that it is intended for a Commission,
countries to ensure that these, what I call ‘artificial boundaries’,
as well as a timeline, to be established for the removal of these
are not put in place,” he said.
He added that Caricom is not going to get anywhere, and barriers. The GCCI views this as a step in the right direction,”
is certain to fail, if the wider interest is impeded by narrow the statement declared.
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Guyana’s President Dr Irfaan Ali (right) & Trinidad
& Tobago’s Prime Minister Dr Keith Rowley at the
Regional Agriculture Forum & Exhibition, which
was held in Guyana May 19-22

Guyana-T&T relations

Text of the Editorial published on May 22 in
Trinidad and Tobago’s Newsday
he politely co-operative relationship that [Trinidad
and Tobago] has had with Guyana fundamentally changed after the discovery of a significant Guyanese resource of petrochemicals, estimated in
October 2021 by ExxonMobil to be more than ten billion
barrels of oil equivalent.
Bundled with discoveries in Suriname’s adjoining
waters, the joint fields might prove to be the last major
mega-basin find for oil and gas, dramatically changing the
fortunes of both nations.
It is time for the relationship between Guyana and
Trinidad and Tobago to evolve.
Guyana’s President Dr Irfaan Ali is already planning to
use the revenue bonanza to create a diversified economy,
using strategies that benefit from his country’s experiences with decades of resource extraction, which created
dangerous and destructive swaths of pollution through
poorly regulated mining and logging in the interior of the
country.
In the midst of this evolution from economic underdog to petroleum superpower, Guyana’s people have
not forgotten the snubs of the past: from the casual but
official dismissal of the plight of in-transit Guyanese passengers who were routinely required to undergo security
rescreening, to the recent lapse by First Citizens Bank in
March, when the bank neglected to tell Guyana’s Central
Bank that it was buying Scotiabank’s assets in the country.
Since First Citizens does not have a licence to operate in
Guyana, the announcement in the Trinidad and Tobago
press raised both eyebrows and ire.
The Trinidad and Tobago energy sector has been
actively courting Guyana’s government since the oil discovery, yet a Memorandum of Understanding on energy
co-operation between Trinidad and Tobago and Guyana
signed in 2019 went a year without action.
Why did it take an outcry from the Georgetown
Chamber of Industry and Commerce to begin mobilising
thinking at the highest levels of governance about improving trade and capacity-building between Trinidad and
Tobago and Guyana?
Why did Dr Amery Browne choose to respond to
the admittedly intemperate comments by Guyana’s Vice
President Bharrat Jagdeo about Trinidad and Tobago by
describing them as “arrogant, hostile, and xenophobic”?
President Ali is approaching the potential windfall with
a common-sense appreciation of its place in Guyana’s history, and the overall arc of the global energy sector. He is
talking about improving food production, sustainable forestry, and refreshing the approach to mining the country’s
mineral reserves.
Guyana’s president is looking to the Caribbean region
for opportunities and partners, but Trinidad and Tobago
cannot assume that because we are next door we are
favoured. Far from it.
There is much in the Trinidad and Tobago experience
in petroleum extraction that might inform the Guyanese
experience, both in our successes and failures, but moving
forward clearly demands greater sensitivity and empathy
with Guyana than it has experienced from this country
previously.
Guyana has a sovereign right to choose its trade and
business partners. Trinidad and Tobago has more to do to
make itself an attractive alternative.

T
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The Golden Years of Indian Cinema
In Abhimaan, Chitra’s music resonates in her soul
From a blogpost by Pankaj Sachdeva
between a husband and a wife.
rishikesh Mukherjee's Abhimaan is a beautiful film
She stops herself from further probing, and remains in the
about a singer-couple Subir (Amitabh Bachchan) and
confines of friendship, never overstepping her boundaries.
Uma (Jaya Bachchan), and the turbulence in their
Chitra also tries to clarify with Uma that she did not
marriage.
mislead Subir, as her relationship with him could be
When the woman becomes more successful, the man falls
misinterpreted.
into the throes of jealousy and insecurity. Abhimaan is about
However, this time, Uma immediately stops her by saying,
the conflict between our different emotions, and our struggle
“Jo pyaar karta hai woh kabhi,” and leaves it there.
to accept and acknowledge them.
This ambiguous and incomplete statement by Uma
The film and its music are deeply moving. It also has one
could be read in many ways, but to me, it felt like a subtle
of my most favourite characters in films – Chitra – played by
acknowledgment of Chitra’s love for Subir by Uma.
Bindu.
Both Uma and Chitra are so much more mature than Subir,
Chitra is a wonderful friend of Subir. She does what a
who then enters their conversation. Chitra stops him from
good friend does – save the friend from self-destruction. She
insulting Uma, and asks him to leave her home, again doing
encourages him when he is feeling low. She berates him when
the right thing at the right moment.
he does not do the right thing.
The aforementioned scene also reminded me of the lovely
She is also someone who thinks a lot about life and its
scene between Parvati (Aishwarya Rai) and Chandarmukhi
vagaries. She has a conversation with Subir where they talk
(Madhuri Dikshit) in Sanjay Leela Bhansali’s Devdas that came
about the loneliness of life. Every one of us is alone, she
nearly 30 years after Abhimaan.
believes, and this loneliness is created by us due to our petty
The two women in the life of Dev (Shah Rukh Khan)
ego – chhote chhote abhimaan aur chhote chhote aham.
bonded over a man they both were in love with. Like Uma’s
Chitra finds comfort in this loneliness as the world seems
acknowledgment of Chitra’s love for Subir, Paro does the same,
a far better place with it. She enjoys the melancholy of life and
and gives the same respect to Chandramukhi’s love. They even
connects with the virah in sad songs. She calls them the real
dance together.
musical notes of life.
It is noteworthy that when Subir’s ego starts to inflate,
In this sense, she is not different
Abhimaan also compares him with the
from Anand (Rajesh Khanna) from
eponymous Devdas.
Hrishikesh Mukherjee’s film of the
At some stage in the film, Chitra
same name, who also found the
requests Subir to stop drinking,
sadness in songs beautiful.
and move on with life.
“Udaasi khoobsurat bhi hoti
Subir replies that she is
hai,” he says to his friend
talking like Chandramukhi
Bhaskor (Amitabh
of Devdas and then goes
Bachchan).
onto to say one of
Chitra’s inner
the most iconic lines
sadness comes from
of Devdas – “Kaun
her unrequited love for
kambhakht bardaasht
someone whose name
karne ke liye peeta,
she has locked in a safe
main toh isliye peeta
deposit, but it is clear
hoon ke hosh me na
that that person is her
rahun” (Who drinks
friend Subir.
it for bearing pain, I
She loves the music
drink so that I don’t
and the man who brings
remain in my senses).
that music. She brings his
Subir and Devdas are
music into her soul. Aap ke
the same where their ego
is aasmaani sangeet ko rooh ke
takes them on the path of selfandar utaar rahi thi.
destruction, overtaking the love for
Ch
du the women in their life.
Subir falls in love with Uma and
n
i
itra
B
in Ab
by
marries her. At their wedding reception,
Uma is Parvati and Chitra is
himaan, played
they melodiously begin the musical journey of
Chandramukhi, and one can discern many
their life.
other similarities between them, even though Abhimaan
Coming to the function must not have been easy for Chitra, explicitly mentions it once.
but she shows up for her friend Subir.
Early in the film, Chandru (Asrani) tries to dissuade his
It is beautiful to see someone who does not shy away from
friend Subir from developing a relationship with Chitra. He
acknowledging their true feelings. When Chitra meets Subir,
believes she is not the right girl, as Subir’s ideal woman should
she tells him that she was really hurt on hearing the news of
be like his mother who can take care of him. The rich and
his wedding.
liberal Chitra, who likes to drink, is only distracting him from
She fell into the abyss of loneliness and her life lost all its
his path of becoming a great singer.
meaning. She tries to rationalise Subir’s decision to marry
The fact that Chitra is played by Bindu, who is known for
Uma, and not her, by (unfairly) blaming it on the lack of her
the portrayal of negative characters on the screen, initially
own musical skills.
makes us feel that Chitra would also turn out to be a vamp.
And, yet, there is no trace of jealousy on her face. Chitra
However, the film actually makes her one of the strongest
greets Uma with utmost respect and dignity because somebody and the nicest characters in this movie. In that sense, the film
special to Subir is special for her, too. She understands that
humanises both Chitra and Bindu.
one cannot force somebody to love them. She is Subir’s friend,
Jai Arjun Singh in his book, The World of Hrishikesh
and does not ask for anything more than friendship. Their
Mukherjee, provides another insight on this aspect. He writes,
relationship will remain like before.
“Much has been made of the unusual casting of Bindu (as
With Uma’s rising fame and popularity, Subir’s insecurity
Chitra) in Abhimaan and Aruna Irani (as Ruma) in Mili,
begins to rise as well. The chhote chhote abhimaan that Chitra
in potential ‘bad girl’ parts that turn out to be shady and
earlier mentioned start deteriorating Subir’s relationship with
sympathetic (these are characters who would have been
Uma.
straight vamps in other films of the time, and the same actor
He finds comfort and refuge in Chitra’s house.
did specialise in such roles).”
She is always there for him. Chitra never tries to instigate
Singh adds, “However, another possible interpretation is
Subir against Uma, even though she could easily have given
that turning these ‘fast’ women in melancholy figures with
her feelings for Subir.
conflicted lives and deep emotional reserves is a way of shying
Uma is also aware of the proximity between Chitra and
away from the sexually proactive woman who is unapologetic
Subir; therefore, without anyone telling her, she turns up at
about herself.”
Chitra’s home to meet Subir, as she knows he will be found
Chitra is graceful, thoughtful, and philosophical. Her
there.
frankness and maturity make her such a genuine person.
The ensuing conversation between the two women further
One can trust her even with their life because they know
depicts the maturity and thoughtfulness of Chitra. As a friend,
she will do the right thing. She understands people and their
Chitra is worried about Subir’s descent into alcoholism, and
emotions.
wants to know the reason behind his sadness, his silence, and
Also, she is self-aware and knows her boundaries. She is a
his sombreness.
great friend; and above all, she is a great human being.
Uma does not want to reveal it. Chitra immediately reads
To have the presence of someone like her in one’s life is
Uma’s hesitance, and understands that it is a personal matter
truly a gift.
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Kamal Haasan (left) with Dilip Kumar

Haasan opens up on seeking
out cinema icon Dilip Kumar

S

outh film star Kamal Haasan may have worked with
many great performers throughout his acting career, but
one artist he desperately wanted to team up with was
cinema icon Dilip Kumar.
Haasan, a self confessed fan of Kumar, was keen to work
alongside the late acting great in the Hindi remake of his film
Thevar Magan. The film was later adapted by Priyadarshan in
Hindi as Virasat, with Anil Kapoor and Amrish Puri playing
the father-son duo.
Written and produced by Haasan and directed by
Bharathan, the 1992 Tamil-language drama revolves around a
respected village chieftain’s son (Haasan) who wants to open
his own business, whereas his father (Sivaji Ganesan) wants
him to return to his roots.
“There’s one actor whom I miss and I really wanted to work
with. I really held his hand and begged him but he had decided
not to act, Dilip Kumar sahab. I wanted to make Thevar Magan
with him,” the actor said at the promotional event of his
upcoming film Vikram.
“It didn’t happen, so I gave it to another friend, and he made
it with Anil Kapoor sahab and Amrish Puri sahab,” Haasan said.
Vikram, the much-anticipated Tamil drama directed by
Lokesh Kanagaraj, features Haasan alongside superstars
Fahadh Faasil, and Vijay Sethupathi.
The 67-year-old star may have missed the chance to share
the screen space with Kumar, but feels happy he was working
in the Hindi cinema when the late actor was also active.
“I never thought I would meet him. He came and shook
hands at the silver jubilee of Ek Duuje Ke Liye,” Haasan said,
recalling the success of the 1981 film.
The National Award winner, who has been part of the
film industry for close to five decades, and has worked across
languages such as Tamil, Telugu, Hindi, Kannada, and Bengali,
said it is love for cinema that drives him to work even today.
“I never went to any university, so when I speak English,
it is what I learnt out of school. I am always nervous and I
go back and check. In those days, we did not have Google
or Wikipedia to check, so you have to be right... I am still
learning, and that is why it is a holiday for me. I never threw
my hat off, and said I am a graduate,” he said.
Haasan calls himself a film buff, and said if not an actor,
he would still be watching movies as an audience. The actor is
also happy with the boom in digital space, as it gives him an
opportunity to revisit old classics.
“With OTT, my life has become better because I go back to
old films and watch films that I enjoy. We don’t realise the kind
of values that we have. We make fun of our films, saying what
films the West makes. They also make silly films, (but) what
we remember are the great ones.”
He addes, “We keep comparing their best in the world.
Compare our best with their best, and then you will realise
that Mughal-E-Azam is no less than a David Lean film. You
will see the core seed for First Blood came from Achanak. I am
that kind of film buff,” he added.
Kamal recalled that it was Gulzar’s 1973 film Achanak that
inspired him to become a director. He said that watching films
like those, even when he did not understand the language, had
a profound effect on him.
“I wanted to become a director, and not an actor when I saw
Achanak. What a great film! I didn’t speak the language, but
cinema spoke to me. It doesn’t matter whether it is Mughal-EAzam; or Achanak; or Padosan: it touches my heart. Nothing
has changed except the audience having newer experiences
and forgetting the older memories. I am closer to the audience
today than my predecessors,” he said.
Haasan started his career as an actor in 1973 with K.
Balachander’s Arangetram; next year, he will complete 50 years
in the film industry as an actor.
The Vishwaroopam actor opened up about his one regret
in nearly 50 years of working in cinema, sharing that he
really missed Dilip Kumar and had missed working with him.
Recalling the legendary actor, he said, “I love acting with
actors. There’s one actor whom I miss, and I really wanted to
work with, he was Dilip Kumar.”
Vikram will release in Tamil and Hindi on June 3.
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Mom said, ‘No way!’ to Vyjayanthimala – Rishi Kapoor

A

ctor Rishi Kapoor had shared many moments from
his and his family’s past in his tell-all memoirs,
Khullam Khulla.
One of the chapters dealt with his father’s relationship with
Nargis and Vyjayanthimala.
While he said that things didn’t change at home when his
dad Raj Kapoor had a relationship with Nargis, his mother
Krishna Raj Kapoor put her foot down when it came to
Vyjayanthimala.
“I was very young when my father had an affair with Nargis
Ji, and so was not affected by it. I don’t remember feeling
anything was amiss at home either. But I do remember moving
into the Natraj Hotel on Marine Drive with my mom during
the time Papa was involved with Vyjayanthimala,” he had
written.
“My mother had decided to put her foot down this time.
From the hotel, we shifted for two months into an apartment
in Chitrakoot. My father had bought the apartment for Mom
and us. He did all he could to woo her back, but my mother
didn’t give in until he had ended that chapter of his life,” Rishi
wrote.
However, Vyjayanthimala had dismissed the affair, saying
that it was all a ploy for film promotion. At that time, Rishi
had addressed this too.
“In an interview published a few years ago, Vyjayanthimala
denied ever having an affair with my father. She claimed that
he had manufactured the romance because of his hunger for
publicity. I was livid. How could she be so blasé; and pretend
the affair never happened? She had no right to distort facts just
because he was no longer around to defend the truth,” he said.
“When the book, Vaijayanthi Mala, came out, many friends
in the media contacted me to know my reaction. I told them
what I thought. With time, my anger subsided. I admit that
people throw light on uncomfortable facts for their own
reasons, but I can say with full certainty that if Papa was
alive, she (Vaijayanthi Mala) would not have denied the affair
so openly, or he (Raj Kapoor) would have been exposed to
publicity. Don’t say hungry. My father lived most of his time on
his own terms,” the actor had said.
Raj Kapoor and Vyjayanthimala worked together in
Nazrana (1961) and Sangam (1964). While Nazrana was
directed by C.V. Sridhar, Sangam was directed and produced
by Raj Kapoor. The film also starred Rajendra Kumar.

Kangana Renaut

Renaut speaks to contestant about
‘passive domination’ on Lock Upp

O

Raj Kapoor (l-r), Vyjayanthimala, & Rajendra Kumar

Neetu Singh with Krishna Raj Kapoor

Ajax Crematorium & Visitation Centre

n the latest episode of Lock Upp, Kangana Ranaut
revealed that she had wanted to run away from home,
and had even packed her bags.
She recalled this experience after contestant Anjali Arora
revealed that she attempted suicide when she was in the 11th
grade. Anjali related an incident about how she had skived
tuitions once to have fun with her classmates.
However, her brother found out and slapped her in front of
everyone. Following this, she attempted suicide.
Anjali added, “I started crying and urged him to not tell my
papa. But he told him, and they scolded me a lot. Papa also
slapped me and locked me inside a room, declaring that I must
not step out of the house. I then drank phenyl and closed the
door. My brother had to break it open,” Anjali added.
Kangana cut her short and said that Anjali was putting
across a wrong message, and said that she was lucky to be alive.
“I understand the experience you are talking about. In
north India, there is this culture. I grew up there, and I know
about it.”
Kangana mentioned that she got into many fights with her
cousins because they would come and tell her parents about
where she went, and who she went with.
She added, “My cousins would stand near other colleges to
stare at and stalk girls, but we would be thrashed if boys from
their college came near our college. But to think that your
father, brother, and mom corrected their ways because of what
you did is wrong. What you did was wrong. This is passive
domination. You are lucky you are alive.”

Brampton Crematorium & Visitation Centre

289-372-3300

905-458-2222

www.acvc.info
384 Finley Avenue, Ajax, ON L1S 2E3

www.bcvc.info
30 Bramwin Court, Brampton, ON L6T 5G2

State of the art facilities

Ample parking

As the experts in funerals we can offer many options that fit your traditions, wishes and budget
CALL US TO FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN PROTECT YOUR FAMILY BY PLANNING AHEAD

Compassion Care Convenience
-

-

Lock in funeral costs and protect against inflation and price increases
Make decisions now and protect your family from the emotional burdens of planning a funeral
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Tour of The Netherlands still beneficial for WI: Simmons

D

espite The Netherlands being conyour job.”
sidered minnows in the wider ocean
He added, “When Pooran is batting, he is not
of international cricket, it will still
captain – that is going to be one of his biggest
be a beneficial one for West Indies, coach Phil
challenges. When he is batting, he has to think
Simmons said last week.
like a batsman. He has to put the team first to
West Indies are now in The Netherlands for
make sure that he too is also executing the game
a three-match ODI series. The teams are playplan, and not try to captain when he is batting.
ing at the VRA Cricket Ground in Amstelveen.
You leave the captaincy when he is on the field,
It is the first-ever ODI series between West
and when he is batting, he will get the informaIndies and The Netherlands.
tion that is relayed to him as well, so he just has
The three matches form part of the
to execute what he is supposed to do.”
International Cricket Council ODI Super
Pooran is now leading a relatively inexperiLeague, where West Indies and The Netherlands
enced squad without all-rounder Jason Holder
will have the opportunity to secure points for
who is being rested. Also, Shimron Hetmyer is
one of the top seven places, excluding hosts
unavailable, with Evin Lewis not considered for
India, to gain automatic qualification for the
selection after failing a fitness test. T20 super2023 ICC Men’s Cricket World Cup.
stars Andre Russell and Sunil Narine are also
Said Simmons last week: “The first thing
missing from the lineup.
you have to realise is … [The Netherlands]
With Pooran not having the guidance and
Phil Simmons
Nicholas Pooran
have been playing cricket for a long time now.
support of the more experienced players for
They have qualified for World Cups. [Also], it is for points that mer captain Kieron Pollard. Pollard announced his retirement advice, Estwick said this lack presents the opportunity for the
will lead to us qualifying for the next World Cup, so it does from international cricket in April. He has since been replaced new captain to put his unique mark on the captaincy role.
not matter who you have to play against. The 30 points are as skipper by Nicholas Pooran.
“Obviously Jason will be sorely missed for his experience,
Meanwhile, West Indies assistant coach Roddy Estwick last for his skill, for his knowledge, for someone of that ability. Any
important… and to do that and to win [means] you have to play
month urged Pooran to separate his leadership role from being team that loses a player of Jason's ability will miss him. But it
cricket properly; so, you have to prepare properly.”
Each win against The Netherlands will earn West Indies ten a batsman. Doing so would ensure Pooran has a clear focus dur- gives Pooran a chance to forge his own identity as well, with the
ing The Netherlands and the following Pakistan tour, Estwick senior players not around,” Estwick noted.
points.
However, putting runs on the scoreboard has been a problem said.
Also, “Obviously, there are still players who have been playPooran is one of the white-ball team’s leading batsmen, a role ing for a while… Shai Hope [is] his vice-captain. Hope has been
for West Indies in the middle of their innings, and Simmons is
Estwick said he did not want compromised by the responsibility around for a very long time. So, he has Shai that he can lean on.
hoping to see an improvement in that area.
“I think my idea of success on this tour is how we play of leadership.
But at the end of the day, the decision making falls with Pooran,
Said Estwick: “You have meetings, you have discussions and it is up to players to execute their skills.”
between overs 11 and 40, and how we accumulate the runs; how
we score our boundaries. Everything that goes together to put about every [opposing] batsman, about their strengths and
The three-match series against the Netherlands started May
on big scores will happen between 11 and 40, so on this tour that weaknesses, and the captain will set fields accordingly. Then, 31, and continues June 3-4 in Amstelveen.
it is up to the player to go execute [the team plans]. In batting,
is going to be the highlight for me,” Simmons said.
The three-match tour of Pakistan will be played from June
It will also be West Indies’ first ‘white-ball’ series without for- you would know your role so you go out and you bat and do 8-12 in Rawalpindi.

Grounds unfamiliar but WI will adapt – Hope

I

petitive advantage over The Netherlands. It was down to quickly
assessing the Dutch team on the field, and judging its strengths
and weaknesses during play.
“I’m a strong believer in playing the situation. I wouldn’t
say that we have to play in any particular way in any particular
innings. It’s about assessing the conditions quickly, and seeing
what the opposition is throwing at you,” said Hope.
He added, “Then, find the best way to score runs. It’s about
trying to find the best plan, and what would work on that particular day. Because everyday something can be different. It’s about
adapting quickly, and finding the best to go about scoring runs.”
On sharing the leadership with Pooran, Hope said, “We
would have to see how it works over time. The way how it works
here is that we tend to share ideas, whether it is from the guy
who is now coming into the team, or someone who has 200
games under their belt.
Said Hope: “We think that if you have any ideas that can help
the team, then you should always share with our peers. It’s about
finding that balance. We always had that communication going
from the time we all started playing together.”
Hope also noted the team had the players and capacity that
could get the job done.
“Everyone is obviously willing to change, or adapt to different
situations for what the team requires,” he said.
WI vs The Netherlands: Nicholas Pooran (captain), Shai

Shai Hope
Hope (vice-captain), Nkrumah Bonner, Shamarh Brooks,
Keacy Carty, Akeal Hosein, Alzarri Joseph, Brandon King,
Shermon Lewis, Kyle Mayers, Anderson Phillip, Rovman
Powell, Jayden Seales, Romario Shepherd, Hayden Walsh Jr.

ustralia last week raised ethical concerns about touring a pocket of Australian players who are uneasy about the ethical
Sri Lanka, but will support a decision from officials to dilemma of touring Sri Lanka in the current circumstances.
The three-match Twenty20 series will be played under lights
proceed with its tour this week, the British Broadcasting
Corporation has reported.
in the capital of Colombo. Playing under lights
may prove to be an issue since Sri Lanka is
Australia are in Sri Lanka this week even as
known for its rolling power cuts. As the BBC
the island undergoes an economic crisis and
political unrest.
reported, there was also talk of switching the
series to day games, but this is yet to be conSri Lanka was placed under a curfew last
month following protests that turned deadly.
firmed.
While the Australian Cricketers Association
While the curfew has since been lifted, the
indicated it was aware of the concerns of some
nation remains in the grip of rising inflation
and shortages of key resources.
players, CEO Todd Greenberg said there was
no suggestion its members would not tour.
Late last month Cricket Australia officials
indicated they had received further assur“The players are very aware of the situation
ances that the tour was safe to go ahead.
in Sri Lanka, and it is fair to say there is a level
Assurance also came in April following a
of discomfort around touring in conditions
Todd Greenberg
reconnaissance of the country by CA’s head
that contrast those faced by the people of Sri
of security.
Lanka, such as rising food prices, power cuts, and fuel rationPlayers were also confident following Australia’s first tour ing,” Greenberg said.
He added, “Ultimately our players want to continue to play
to Pakistan in 24 years went off without any security concerns.
However, as the media reported late last month, there remains cricket, and will take direction, guidance, and advice from CA

about tour arrangements and planning.”
While there was concern about the tour drawing from Sri
Lankan financial and other resources in a time of national hardship, there was also the belief that it going ahead can benefit
the economy. Australia have not toured Sri Lanka since 2016,
and would be expected to drive big crowds in the matches in
Colombo, Pallekele, and Galle.
Meanwhile, Cricbuzz reported earlier this week that Sri
Lanka Cricket is likely to propose to the Asian Cricket Council
to shift the Asia Cup due to the present political uncertainty.
The Asia Cup is scheduled from August 27 to September 11.
As Cricbuzz reported over the weekend, multiple members
of the ACC indicated a final decision has not yet been taken.
However, they did not rule out the possibility of a location shift.
The United Arab Emirates and Bangladesh are the potential
alternatives. As Cricbuzz reported, it appears the UAE may be
the frontrunner for the games.
India, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Afghanistan, and
UAE are the countries participating in the Asia Cup.
However, it was reported that the SLC had no plans to cancel
or move its bilateral engagements with Australia and Pakistan.

f West Indies are to succeed against The Netherlands in the
ODIs that are now underway, then the team must quickly
adapt to its new environment, and to an opposing style of
play, West Indies ODI vice-captain Shai Hope said last week.
West Indies are now in The Netherlands, and are playing
their second ODI tomorrow, with the third game scheduled for
June 4 at the VRA Cricket Ground in Amstelveen.
The tour is the first-ever ODI series between the two teams.
Also new and perhaps unfamiliar ground for the West Indies
is the team being captained by Trinidad and Tobago’s Nicholas
Pooran, the previous vice-captain, who took on the captain’s cap
after longstanding skipper Kieron Pollard retired from international cricket in April.
Against unfamiliar opponents, Hope said, “We haven’t played
many cricket games against them. It’s going to be fairly new to
most of us. We have to play it by ear in that sense because we
haven’t physically played against them too often.”
He added, “We’re just going to use the technology that we
have. [We’re] looking at [video] footage, trying to see what’s the
best plans to formulate against them. It’s about trying to tick
those boxes as soon as we can get on top of them sooner rather
than later.”
Hope said preparations were good although acclimatising to
the cold weather was a bit challenging for some players.
Also, he noted there was no one central plan to gain a com-

Australian tour, Asia Cup raise concerns over uncertainty in Sri Lanka
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Dottin in overdrive as she dispatches the ball to the boundary

Dottin emerges a shining star in Supernova win

T

he final of the 2022 edition of the Women’s T20 Challenge ended with Supernovas taking a four-run win
from Velocity in a match that also saw West Indies’ Deandra Dottin taking away Player of the Match and Player of the
Tournament.
Dottin’s monstrous batting prowess was fully in overdrive
during the match, with her other lethal side also evident with
the ball, her bowling crushing any hopes Velocity has of taking
away a win.
Supernovas have now extended its eminence as the most successful team in the history of the tournament. Meanwhile, Velocity became the only team to have never won an edition of this
exhibition tournament.
Put in to bat by Velocity, Priya Punia and Dottin started cautiously, but then went on to register the highest opening stand in

the history of the tournament – 73 runs off 57 balls.
There were a few lives for Dottin with the good fortune of
surviving a few dropped catches, and a lucky umpire’s call.
Said Dottin following the win: “Feels brilliant to be a part of
this tournament. Experience is very good. You come here and
learn from other players, and you bond with your teammates
and learn from different personalities. I’m a bit shy, but it was
very good for me. The team backed me, made me feel comfortable and at home.”
Harmanpreet Kaur, Supernovas’ captain, said her heartbeat
remained “normal” throughout the game.
“I know this game was going to be like that… and I was prepared... Great effort by the girls. We never felt we [had already]
won the game... we knew anything could happen,” she said after
being handed the winner’s trophy.

Guyana’s women uplifted in a celebratory vault following the fall of a wicket

Women’s Super50 matches set for Guyana start

T

hree venues across Guyana will host matches featuring
the best women’s cricketers in the West Indies as Cricket
West Indies’ CG Insurance Super50 Cup and the T20
Blaze regional tournaments get underway later this week.
As Sportsmax reported last month, the CG Insurance Super50 Cup matches are being played at three venues: the Everest
Cricket Club, the Enmore Cricket Ground, and at the Guyana
National Stadium from June 7 to 17.
The T20 Blaze event will feature five full days of cricket from
June 19 to 25. There will be three matches per day – starting at
10 am 2:30 pm, and 7 pm local time under lights at the Guyana
National Stadium.
For this year’s CG Insurance Super50 and the T20 Blaze, several world-class players will represent their home territories in
what CWI has said are likely to be a keenly contested three weeks
of action. Barbados are defending champions in both formats.
The matches will mark a significant return as the women’s
tournaments were not played in 2020 and 2021 due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
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However, during that period CWI continued its investment
in the development of women’s players, and organised several
high-performance camps at the Coolidge Cricket Ground in
Antigua. It also hosted international series, including an inaugural Women’s “A” Team series, while the West Indies Women’s
team also toured England, Pakistan, and South Africa.
“We are delighted to see the return of the women’s regional
tournament on our annual calendar as it is a crucial component
of our cricket in the region. We are also pleased to have our international players in action on home soil playing with our regional players,” said Jimmy Adams, CWI’s Director of Cricket.
He added, “Our women’s game is showing improvement, as
was demonstrated with some good performances during the
ICC Women’s Cricket World Cup in New Zealand earlier this
year. Ideally, we want to see a further demonstration of that
progress as we look to upcoming bilateral series and international events. Very importantly, the regional tournament will
serve to identify players who could potentially graduate to our
international squads in the near future.”

Thursday June 02, 2022
Netherlands vs WI, 2nd ODI, VRA Cricket
Ground, Amstelveen, 10:30 AM
New Zealand tour of England, 2022
England vs New Zealand, 1st Test, Day 1,
Lord’s, London, 11:00 AM
Friday June 3, 2022
England vs New Zealand, 1st Test, Day 2,
Lord’s, London, 11:00 AM
Saturday June 04, 2022
Netherlands vs West Indies, 3rd ODI, VRA
Cricket Ground, Amstelveen, 10:30 AM
England vs New Zealand, 1st Test, Day 3,
Lord’s, London, 11:00 AM
T20 Blast 2022
Hampshire vs Sussex, South Group, The Rose
Bowl, Southampton, 07:00 PM
Sunday June 05, 2022
England vs New Zealand, 1st Test, Day 4,
Lord’s, London, 11:00 AM
T20 Blast 2022
Kent vs Middlesex, South Group, St Lawrence
Ground, Canterbury, 02:30 PM
Warwickshire vs Nottinghamshire, North Group,
Edgbaston, Birmingham, 02:30 PM
Durham vs Northamptonshire, North Group,
Riverside Ground, Chester-le-Street, 02:30 PM
Worcestershire vs Leicestershire, North Group,
New Road, Worcester, 02:30 PM
Glamorgan vs Surrey, South Group, Sophia
Gardens, Cardiff, 02:30 PM
Monday June 06, 2022
England vs New Zealand, 1st Test, Day 5,
Lord's, London, 11:00 AM
T20 Blast 2022
Yorkshire vs Nottinghamshire, North Group,
Headingley, Leeds, 06:30 PM
Tuesday June 07, 2022
Australia tour of Sri Lanka, 2022
SL vs Australia, 1st T20I, R. Premadasa
Stadium, Colombo, 07:00 PM
Wednesday June 08, 2022
SL vs Australia, 2nd T20I, R. Premadasa
Stadium, Colombo, 07:30 AM.
Pakistan vs West Indies, 1st ODI (Rescheduled
match); Rawalpindi Cricket Stadium,
Rawalpindi, 03:00 PM
ICC Cricket World Cup League Two 2019-2023
US vs Oman, 1st Match, Prairie View Cricket
Complex, Houston, 10:30 AM
Thursday June 9, 2022
India vs South Africa, 1st T20I, Arun Jaitley
Stadium, Delhi, 07:00 PM
ICC Cricket World Cup League Two 2019-2023
Oman vs Nepal, 2nd Match, Prairie View Cricket
Complex, Houston, 10:30 AM
Friday June 10, 2022
England vs New Zealand, 2nd Test, Day 1, Trent
Bridge, Nottingham, 11:00 AM
Pakistan vs West Indies, 2nd ODI (Rescheduled
match), Rawalpindi Cricket Stadium,
Rawalpindi, 03:00 PM.
Saturday June 11, 2022
Afghanistan tour of Zimbabwe, 2022
Zimbabwe vs Afghanistan, 1st T20I, Harare
Sports Club, Harare, 01:00 PM
England vs New Zealand, 2nd Test, Day 2, Trent
Bridge, Nottingham, 11:00 AM
Sri Lanka vs Australia, 3rd T20I, Pallekele Int.
Cricket Stadium, Pallekele, 07:00 PM
Nepal vs US, 3rd Match, Prairie View Cricket
Complex, Houston, 10:30 AM
Sunday June 12, 2022
India vs South Africa, 2nd T20I, Barabati
Stadium, Cuttack, 07:00 PM
Pakistan vs WI, 3rd ODI (Rescheduled match),
Rawalpindi Cricket Stadium, 03:00 PM
Zimbabwe vs Afghanistan, 2nd T20I, Harare
Sports Club, Harare, 01:00 PM
Oman vs US, 4th Match, Prairie View Cricket
Complex, Houston, 10:30 AM
England vs New Zealand, 2nd Test, Day 3, Trent
Bridge, Nottingham, 11:00 AM
Monday June 13, 2022
England vs New Zealand, 2nd Test, Day 4, Trent
Bridge, Nottingham, 11:00 AM
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GTA L EADE RS REALTY INC., BROKERAGE
4300 Steeles Avenue West, Suite 26
Vaughan ON, L4L 4C2
Tel: 416-241-3337 Fax: 416-987-0056
www.teamgtahomes.com
gtaleaders@gmail.com
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Abdool Saif Saheed
Sales Representative

Abdool Saheed
Broker of Record/Owner
416-731-7527

647-894-0764

Mississauga For Sale $1,588,000

Brampton East For Sale $899,990

Location! Location!

Location!
Location! Pride
of ownership
move-in ready
detached 4+1
spacious bdrms,
4 washrooms
on quiet
street. Freshly
painted, 6
parking spaces,
hardwood floors, LED lighting, W/O to an
entertaining deck & beautiful landscaped backyard
w/exquisite seasonal floral gardening. Sep entrance
to newly reno open concept bsmt w/custom kitchen,
quartz countertop, potlights, porcelain tiles, vinyl
floor & much more. Close to major hwys & all
amenities. Walking distance to Square One.

SO

LD

Location! Stunning
3 bdrm 3 bath
townhome in
prestigious Brampton
East. Main flr features:
open concept liv/din
rooms seamlessly
transition into a private b/yard. Kitchen has
upgraded quartz countertops, b/splsh & large eat-in
island. Bsmt features: 2 bdms w/full wrm & potlights
thruout. Interlocked driveway allows 3 cars to park
w/added garage access. Close to all amenities,
shopping, schools, place of worship, hwys 427/407.

For Sale Toronto $999,999

Location! Location! Location! 4 level semi-detached
backsplit in the highly sought after York University heights
neighbourhood. Home features: gleaming original hardwood
floor throughout main & upper levels with 2 large bedrooms
+ 1 full bathroom, large family
size eat-in kitchen, lower level
features 2 large bedrooms
with upgraded floors + 1
full bathroom. Side entrance
allows for great rental
potential. Basement has loads
of potential with rough-in for
kitchen, full bathroom & potential for another room. Large
driveway allows for 5 parking spaces. Close to schools, ttc,
highways, shopping, restaurants & much more! A must see!
Shows true pride of ownership!

For Sale
$999,900

Family Friendly
SOLD
Neighbourhood,
$350,100
Walking
OVER
Distance
ASKING
To Schools
PRICE
& Parks.

Etobicoke
CityPointe Heights
starting @ High 400s

Omnis Insurance

& Investment Solutions Inc.

FOR ALL YOUR
INSURANCE NEEDS
• LIFE • MORTGAGE
• DISABILITY
• TRAVEL • VISITOR
• CRITICAL ILLNESS
• SUPER VISA
• RESP & RRSP
• INVESTMENT

If you fail to plan, then
you’re planning to fail.

Abdool Saheed
Financial Advisor

Cell: 416-731-7527

Located at The Gore Road and Queen
St E., CityPointe Heights is a new
condominium community connected
to three of the GTA’s most beloved
cities. Your favourite - and soon-to-be
favourite - Brampton, Toronto, and
Vaughan locations are very close
to home. Discover two of the fastest
growing cities in the Greater Toronto
Area, and why with each passing
year, they have more to offer.

Shawn Ambedkar
Broker

Ralford Chatrie
Sales Representative
416-806-1803

437-235-7599

Artwalk Condos Vaughan

 rtwalk Condos is a new
A
condo development by
SmartCentres currently
in preconstruction at
101 Edgeley Boulevard,
Vaughan. The development
is scheduled for completion
in 2026. Available units
range in price from
$620,000 to over $980,000.
Artwalk Condos has a total
of 624 units. Sizes range
from 508 to 892 square feet.
Starting
From Low -

Angus

FOR SALE
$1,399,990

SOLD FOR $160K
OVER ASKING!

TAB

Starting
From Low

$300s

Victory Green Markham, ON

ACCOUNTING
& FINANCIAL
SERVICES INC.

647-852-7243
MORTGAGE

1st, 2nd, & Refinance

PROPOSAL/
BANKRUPTCY

Make One Small Monthly
Payment For All Your Debts

INCOME TAX SERVICES
Personal • Business
Business Registration
HST • Payroll • WSIB

$700K

Victory Green is a new townhouse & single-family home development by Remington Homes. Currently in preconstruction at
Middlefield Road & 14th Ave, Markham. Sales for available unit’s
range in price: $1,300,990 to over $1,500,990. Victory Green has
a total of 39 units. Sizes range from 1,781-2,900 square feet.

24

$949,000

A Beautiful Open Concept Renovation - 3 bedroom, 4
washrooms, Detached Home in York. Huge Backyard.
Conveniently Located Within Walking Distance To
amenities and schools. Extremely Close Proximity to
Public Transit! A Great Place to Call Home.

Narrative Condos

Starting
From

$600s*

It all begins at 7437 Kingston Road – a unique project set against
the backdrop of both nature and the city. Located on Kingston
Road, adjacent to Rouge and Port Union, The Narrative offers
the perfect balance of nearby green space, a diverse and
welcoming community, nearby amenities, and easy access to
the heart of Toronto via the 401.
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Abdool Saheed
C: 416-731-7527

Jason Saheed
C: 647-293-8397

